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rn its resolution of 5 Jury 1973 on 'community regionar poricy, the
European Parriantont, having regard to the interim report of the committee on
Regional Policy and Transport (De 
. L2o/73), 'invited its comnittee to make
a continuous study of these pt'oblems and report to it on the matter,.
The European Parliament confirmed this mandate in its resolution of
16 December L976 on 'the First Annual Report, of the commission of the European
communities on the European Regional Development Fund for 1975, (De. 440/76)
when it 'cal. lod upon tlto commlttoe responsiblo to kocp these matters trndcr
conBtanl- roviow and to roport to it ivlth a vlew t,o rovialng tho rogulal_lorr
establiehing the Fund ... ,
rn order to accomprish this task the committee on Regional poricy,
llo(lj()lral l'lnttnint; ittttl 'l'r,rneport rorlrroRt.od pormieeir>n, by Ietter of 23 February
ltl'l'1. L. sulrnrlr- a r:o1r.r L ,rr r.sp<;cr-R ,l Uro L'tnrrtrrrrrrll_y,e 1r.gl,r1;rl p, llcy Lrr lr.(level()po(l in tlro IttLtlt'r'' (olrjeetivcs lalrl clrryn in t]rc final communiqu6 of the
1972 StrmnriL .rnd Artic le 2(21 of the Regulation esLablishing the Fund) .
By letter of 3I'tarch 1977 the President of the European parliament
authorized the corunittee on Regional Policy, Regional planning and Transport
to draw uP a report on this subject. The commj-ttee on Economic and llonetary
Affairs, the conunittee on Budgets and the committee on Agriculture were asked
for their opinions.
On 23 February L977 the Committee on Regional policy,
and, ltansport confirmed the appointment of Mr DeLmotte as
Regional Planning
rapporteur.
At its meetings of 15 and 16 t4arch and 29 and 30 March L977 r.he Conunittee
on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport considered the draft
l"eporL.- I L atlrpted Llrr: nttlLiott for rr rcsoluti<tn irnd thc oxplanaLory stat.omont
on 3o lvlarch L977 by 22 votes to one against and three abstehtions.
Present: llr Evans, chairman; Ivlr Nyborg, Mr llcDonald, I{r Durand, vice_
chairmen; l4r Delmotte, rapporteur; Ivlr Arbers, I4r Brcrvrn (deputizing for
Ivlr Hamilt,on), Mr Brugger, Mr corrie, Itlr Erlis, Mrs Eving, Mr Fuchs, Mr Gibbons(deputizing for I'1r Liogier) , Mr Giraud, Mr Herbert, Ivlr Hof fmann, Mr Johnston,
Mr Kavanagh, Mrs Kellett-Bo\^Irnan, I,lr Ligios, Mr Mascagni, Mr lrleintz, Illr oslcorn,
IvIr Seefeld, Mr Starke, Mr Zyrwietz.
The opinions of the Committee on Agriculture and the Committee on
Budgets will be published separately.
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AThe Conunittee on Regional Policy, Regional Planning and Transport
hereby submits to the European Parliament the following notion for a
resolution, together with explanatory statement :
MqTION FOR A RESOLUTION
on aspects of the Conununity's regional policy to be developed in the future
The European Parliament,
- 
having regard to its resolutions of 5.Iuly 19731, 15 November L9732,
13 December 19733, 12 l{arch Lg754, l8 November L9765 and t6 December
Lsl66
- 
having regard to the report of the Committee on Regional Policy, Regional
Planning and'fransport, following upon its interim report of L973t and thc
opinions of the Committee on Agriculture and the Committee on Budgets
(Doc. 35/771. ,
(a) 'Iltc nccd for: a Community policy
- notinrl that, dcspite the aid policies of the Member States, the divergence
between averagc per capita incomes in the richer and poorer regions of thc
Community has continued to increase and that many of the existing major
areas of concentration have been consolidated;
- 
whereas the existence of regional disparities also constitutes a threat to
the sound operation of the common Market and the internal cohesion of the
Community and an obstacle to the progress of economic and monetary
integration and the enlargement of the Community ;
- 
whereas an overall Community structural policy is a'good investment' for
the Conununity as a whole, in that uncontrolled congestion and migration
are more costly than measures to encourage the balanced development of
the regions and the existence of regional imbalances is one of the factors
arresting general economic expansion i
1 o, *o. c 62, 3L.7.Lg73 4 o, *o. c 76, 7.4.Lg75
2 o, 
"o. 
c IoB, L}.L2.L973 5 o, *o. c 2g3, 13. L2.Lg76
3
oJ No- C 2, 9.L.Lg74 6 O' *o. 
" 
6, LO.L.LT|\
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- 
pointing out that the Heads of State or Government, meeting in Paris
in October L972, agreed that 'a high priority should be given to the aim
of correcting, in the Corununity, the structural and regional imbalances
', invited the Commission 'to prepare, without delay, a rePort
analysing the regional probleme which arise in the enlarged Conununity
and to put forward appropriate proposals .....', undertook to 'coordinate
their regional policies ' and invited 'the Corsnunity institutions
to create a Regional Development Fund . -. -..' .
(b) Regional policy as a 1[ry! for aid fron the Fund
l. Considers that the Commission would be fulfilling only part of its task in
confining itself Lo setting up a Regional Development Fund and drawing
up a report analysing regional problems; in fact it has still not sub-
mitted the ,@' for solving these problems as it
was invited to by the 1972 Surunit ;
2: Urges the Commission, therefore, to comply with the provisions of
Article 2 (2) of the Regulation on the Fund and, 'when re-examining the
Regu1ation....... in due course (before I January 1978) (to) make the
appropriate proposals for the Conununity's regJ-onal policy and for aid
from the Fund'
points out that this distinction between the community's regional policy
and aid from the Fund made by the 1972 Sumnit and the Regulation
eetablishing the Fund ie eesential, since the Fund is only one of the
instrunents under this PoIicY ;
Considers that a genuine Conuuunity regionat policy should serve as a
frarnework for aid from the Fund, althoughthe Cornrnission itself points
out that ,until now the Conununity has not had a cornprehensive regional
poricy of the character called for by the Sununit . . . . .'2 and that since
lg73 no real progress has been made in working out such a policy ; ,
Considere that the re-examination of the Regulation on the Regional
Fund should be combined with a thorough assessnent of the principles
and methods of a genuine overall regional policy, no less than of the size
and allocation of the Fund, which should foltow on naturally from such
a policy ;
Feels that regional pollcy ehould al-Iow a new geographic li-stribution of
human activities in line with eocio-economic objectives and introduce
radical structural changee, whereas in certain cases the present system
I
ft
t
3.
4.
5.
6.
I
2
OJ No. L 73, 2L-3.L975'
Paragraph 8 of the 1973
Community - Doc.. 7O/73.
p.t
report on regional problems in the enlarged
- 
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7.
of aid promotes the survival of structures based on outdated occupations,
thus standing in the way of the adjustments needed to reduce regional
imbalances ;
Considers that a substantial increase in the resources of the Regional
Fund wl-ll be necessary if the Fund is to play its fult role in an overall
Community regional policy;
(c) An overall regional planning policy for the Comnunity
8. Takes the view that this poticy should be structural and comprehensive
and not simply financial, since it should be aimed at overall regional
pranning in the community, i.e. the deveropment of the peripheral
agricultural regions, the redeveloprnent of declining industrial areas,
control of growth in areas of excessive concentration and cooperation
between internal transfrontier regions and with external frontier regions;
9. Considers that the development of peripheral agricultural regions is
the most important and most difficult t14pe of development to set in
train because of the special problems involved, which are not exclusively
economic i
IO. Is of the opinion that community action is justified when certain
sectors with structural difficulties, such as the textile, coal-mining,
iron and steel and shipbuilding sectors etc., play a dominant role in
numerous important reigions;
11. Feels that the Commiseion shottld encor-lrage aI1 forms of cooperaLion
between internal and external transfrontier regions on the basis of
studies which must be carried out in the regions concerned.
considers that the major economic and urban concentrat,ions, which are
overpopurated and environmentally impoverished cost society dearly in
economic, eocial and human terms and that the Conununity should devise
disincentives to be applied simultaneously in all areas of the Comnunity
that suffer from excessive concentration ?
(d) An overall poticy coordinating programme aid
13. Points out that it is necessary not only to combat economic disparities
but also to bring livinq standards more closely into line and that
national regional policies based solely on industrial development aid
have not, generally speaking, attained their objective, as the standard
t>l in-t rant.rueturg_ti may bo moro irnportant than financial aid in promotin<1
clcvelopment i
L2
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L4. Believes that the primarily economic approach of the commission and
Council should be amplified to embody a more wide-ranging concept of
development that takes due account of the human aspect, and once
again stresses the need for the Fund, proceeding in close cooPeration
with the other community instrunents, to provide aid for social,
educational and vocational training infrastructures, which rePresenL
a heavy burden for some lrlember states given their high cost and the
absence of anY inunediate Profit;
15. Fee1s that the aim should be to introduce an overall structural
regional planni.ng trrclicy, by concentratinq all aid resources on
priority objectives for development and structural change in certain
regions;
16. Stresses once again that, if this objective is to be achieved, it is
essential to coordinate the Community's general and sectoral policies,
its financial instruments having a regional impact and national
1rc1 i cic,sr and airl sche.mos of imporLancc t.() t-he rcgions;
17. Considers it essential to initiate development prosralunes with a
view to ensuring such coordinat.ion, concentrating resources and
checking the effective use of aid;
19. Believes that such prograrrunes should be sizable, coherent and inter-
dependent, to which end it is necessary to comPile, . on a unlform basis,
more detailed regional statistics which may be integrated in regional
models to serve as a basis for development, prograrnmesi
Ttre role of the local and regional authorities and the pr'rblicizincl
of aid
19. points out that the Community's aim is to establish a coordinated, inter-
depcndent and varied unit that takea account of leal and regional
clrar"rc_LcrisLics ancl in which Llro rogion has an inrportant rolc l-o play;
20. Calls on the Commission and Council to take into consideration Lhe l-rend
towards decentralization of povrers and resources which is gaining mo-
mentum in certain Member States;
2L- Points out that it considers it essential, in view of the
general character of the development, for the public to
participate in the develoPment Process through their elected
representatives at all Ievels, since such PeIlEiP.@ is
inclispensable h-o t_hc success of the development progrrammes;
(e)
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22. Urges the Commission to define, in collaboration with the
tlember States, the role of the various local, regional and
national bodies in working out and implementing programmes
for which CommunitY aid is granted;
23. Considers it essential that aid from the Fund should be given
adequate publicitv in order to make the public more aware of
the Community's activities;
24. Points out that, t,rith the increase in it,s budgetary porers.,
it will have to have access to certain data cin the basis of
which ,it will be able to make a serious economic appraisal
of the use and effectiveness of Conununity funds , and not,es, in
particular, that it is only by properly controlling the results
that it will be possible to improve the Fund's standing and enable
it to assure its otrn future and expand;
25. Considers that the revised Regulation shouilld specify the
mini:num information that would need to be published, namely,
for each economically significant region and for each Progra[une
whatever the amount involved: the identification, nature and
amount of investment, the amount of national aid and any
other sources of fi nance, the amount of aid from the Fund
and the number of posts created or maintained;
(f) the amount of the Fund and allocation criteria
26. Points out that it has always been opposed to the amount of
the Fund being arrrcated to the Member states according to a
previously-determined scaIe, since the funds needed for a Community
regional policy should be determined on the basis of the relative
needs of the most needy regions, and draws attention to the de-
sideratum that the Fund be estabtished over a sufficiently 1engthy
period to alror* large-scale, medium- and long-term investment.;
27. Considers that it is necessary to place a Community reserve at the
commission's disposal so as to permit, in exceptional cases and within
tho framowork of tl'ro commrrnity'e regionar poricy, the rerease of
ill.,Pl'()l)rial ionn ([or' ,rl] ;rrnrrB oI Lhc eomnunity) , irf Lor consulting thc
par li.rnrontary comrnittee responsib le;
2A" Points out that it has always agreed with the Commission, despite the
Council's objections, Lhat the annual appropriations for the Fund fall
within the category of non-compulsory expenditure, which means that it
has the right of amendment, and urges that, with effect from Lg7B, the
endourment of the Fund should no Ionger be laid dorrm in advance in the
-9- PE47.7aa/ttn.
Regulation, so that in the context of the budgetary procedure it may
retain its control over the creation, increase and utilization of the
Fund' s financial resources;
29. Draws attention to the advantages offered by the Fund, which take the
form of interest subsidies or guarantees against e:<change risks;
30. points out that it has e:<pressed its disapProval of the fact that the
Fundintroducesamechanismforsr:bsidies,basedonP@
establishecl at national level on the strength of different methods, data
and critcria f<>r each country, whercas a comnrunity rot-;iona1 policy
should be founded on prioritiee established in accordance with Commr.lnity
criteria.
3I. Points out that it has already asked the Commission,,rto use the
eril-eria Lhat thc lattcr itself proposed in 1973 (for the drawirg
up of a l.ist of regions eligible for aid from the Fund), based
on a comparatively low per capita product, a high percentage of
workers engaged in agriculture or in a declining industrial
sector, structural under-employment, a consistently high
unemployment rate and high emigration figures;
(S) National aid capacity and additionalitv
32. Considers that the overall- differences that exist in the
Community between the varioust'lember States are partly due
to the fact that some of these countries have to bear the
cost of the underdevelopment or redevelopment of substantial
areas in their territory, and this cost may exceed their
naE.ional aid capacity;
33. Points out that it has already urged that aid from the Fund
should be concentrated as a matter of priority on the regions
with the most serious imlalances in the States with the
lowest relative aid capacity in the Conmrunity;
34. Considers ttrat aid from ttre I'und, whieh is modest in itself, sttould
be granted only when national aid alone is ineufficient for t.tte
implementation of an effective Prograrune and points out that the
Conununity contribution is justified onty if it comp.IerneqE national
aid and has a multipJ-ying effect;
- 
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(h)
35. Feels that the principle of global or horizontal additionality observed
by the Corunission is necessary but inadequate since it may curtail the
right of assessment and control of the Commission for certain individual pro-jects, as these projects have to be incorporated in prograflunes, it
suggests that the Commission should also use the principle of additionality
for each proqramlne and considers that, as a condition for makLng further
grants, the state concerned should prove, at the end of each programme,
that the principle of additionality has been observed;
conclusion: the need for flexible and indicative planninq of tand
utilization in the Community
36. Urges the Cornmission and Council not to detay in reviewing the Regu1-
ations establishing the Fund and working out regional policy measures,
in order to engure the smooth operation of the Fund in l97g;
J7. (-'onsiders that 
- 
in order to ensure the coherence of the various regional
progralnmes and the coordination of all- aid resources to serve the
prioritles established by the Cornmunity 
- 
the implementation of a Com-
munity regional policy calIs for overatl planninq of the Community,s
econornic and social developrnent in the form of flexible and indicative
plans aimed at relocating production centres throughout the Community
and providing for incentives or disincentives for private decis'ion-
making centres and commitrnents for the pubtic authorities;
38. Is of the opinion that this land utilization/pJ-anning should be carried
out at national and regional IeveI but formulated by the Community vrith the
aid of the States and regions, which would mean a strengthening of the
Community's role as a political decision-makinq centre_.
39. Instructs its President to forward this resolution and the report of
its committee to the Council and Commission of the European Comrnunities.
- t-l - PE 47.788/fin.
BEXPLANATORV STATEITTEMI
-9@!lBI'
Interventions by the Fund should fit into the framework of a comprehen-
sive structural reqional developxnent policy to be formulated at Coxununity
Ieve1.
(a) This regionat policy should be comprehensive and structural, since it
should aim at the redevelopment of the entire territorv of the CorununLty,
that is, at the development of peripheral agricultural regione, at the
reconversion of declining intlustrial regions, at curbing the grorvth of
regions with excessive concentration and at cooperation between trans-
frontier regions"
Thue comprehensivelY conceived,
the whole Conununity and warrants
this policy is a sound rinveEtment' for
an increase in the Fundt s re .
(b) This policy should be comprehensive and structural becauee it should
not ai:n soJ.ety at reducing economic disparities, but also at har:rnonizinq
standards of livinq. It should not be confined to infrastructures
directly ilvolved in economic develoSment, but should comprise aII
iaIlv those cuI
(c) This policy should be comprehensive and structural because al-I the
intervention measures must be genuinely concentrated on prioritv obiect-
Lves the ion of certain
regions. This presuPPoses the coordination of the corrnunity's general
and sectoral policies, of financial instruments havirrg a regional impaet
and of national aids and measures with regional implications"
(d) This poliey should be comprehensive and structurEl because it should fit
into the framework of development prosrarunes determining the vocation of
each region and anticipate the developnent in order to stiJnulate it.
such a eomprehensive and.structural approach inevitably leads to
European-scale planninq of land use.
_L2_ PE 47 .788./.fLn.
(e) This poJ.icy, being r shoul_d be formurated
and implemented with the active participation of the local and regional
authorities concerned.
rt thus has irnportant potitical and institutionar j$pricatlons, because
it should involve the regions in the task of European construction.
(f) This comprehensive and structurar policy shoutd estabrish conununitypriorities. The concentration of resources on these priority actionsjmplies a strenqtheninq of the Comnission as a political decision-
makinq centre-
Thls rdellberate action to grulde the geographical dietributlon of
economl-c and other hunan activitiest will- neceesitate a reinforcernent
of the ComniEsionre powers to allow genuine @ ofIand use.
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I - INTRODUCTION: The mandate of the 1972 Sr:mmit and of Article 2Q) of the
Regulation establishing the [\rnd: a regional policy providing a frame-
work for the Fundts activities.
I. tmplementation of a Conununity regional policy was
obiectives for the Conununity laid down by the Heads of
meeting in Paris in @tober L972. For the purpose of
one of the prioritv
State or Government
achieving it theyl
, 
- 
invited the Commission to prepare without delay a .H!lE!. analysing
the regional problems which arise in the enlarged corununity and to
put fonrard appropriate proposals.
- 
undertook to coordinate their regional policies.
- 
invited the Corununity institutions to create a Regional Develop-
ment Fund to be set up before 3l December 1973.'
2. In respoltse to the Paris Summit declaration of the lleads of State or
Goverrunent, the Commission subnitLed to the Council on 4lilay 1973 a'Report
on the regional problerns in the enlarged conununity.t2
The European parliament considered this report at its Part-session of
July 1973 when an interi:n report on Corununitv reqional policv drawn uP by
Mr F.L. Delmotte on behalf of the comnittee on Regional Po1icy and Transport3
was adopted.
3. The Conunission.s retrrcrt on regional problems in the enlarged Corununity
did not contain anv formal proposals as requested in the final conununiqu6
of the paris Sunmit. It confined itself to indicating quidel-ines within
which such proposals should be made. These guidelines were closer to the
European parliament's viewe than the regulation on the Regional Fund which
was adopted bY the Council.
I 
,"" Ref. 15
2 s.. Ref. 6
3 
,"" Ref. r
N.B. - These numbers refer to background documents listed in the Annex toChapter XV.
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Ort 27 July 1973 the Comnission submitted to the Council formal pro-
posals eoncerning the two Coi.ununity regional policy measures decided at the
Paris Summit (one of them involving a definite tfunetable):
The European Parliament delivered its opinion on these two proposals on
15 November L9732.
On 11 october 1973 the Conmrission further submitted to the Council a
proposal for a regulation on the list of regions and areas eligible for aid
from the Regional Development Fund3. The European Parliament, which was
consulted on the matter, delivered an opinion on this proposal on 13 December
AL973'-
4. Debatee within the Council on the size of the Regional Fund endowment
and its sharing Ermong Member States blocked any decision for over a year.
Finally the proposals on which the European Parliament had been consulted
were modified or even withdrawn by the Conunission and the Council. Since
the modifications were substantial, the council consulted the European
Parliament again on 5 March 1975 on the foltowing doeumentss:
establishment of
coordi-nation of :
- 
a proposal for a
fund;
-. a proposal for a
- 
a proposal for a
of 25 April 1973
Conununities.
The European
12 lvlarch 19755 and
a Regional Developnent Fund by 31 Decenrber L973i
national regional policiesl.
Regulation establishing a European Regional Developnent
Dccision setting up a Regional Policy Conunittee;
Financial Regrulation supplementing the Financial Regulation
applicable to the general budget of the European
Parliarnent delivered its opinion on these proposals on
in the conclusion of its resolution noted
'18. that the provisions proposed are based on diverse nationalpolicies and stilf only amount to a policy of assistanee to
national reqional policies.'
' 
,oo Ret. u
2 S." Ref. 2
' 
,." Ref. 9
n 
,"" Ref. 3
5 s.. Ref. 10
5 
,.. Ref. 4
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The European Parliament:
. 19. nevertheless decided not to propose any amen&nents in order to
ensure that the Regional Development Fund may become operational
as soon as possible, but emphaeized its reservations on the new
regional policY ProPosals ...'
and
.20. therefore requested 'the Conunission to take into consideration its
opinions on the occasion of a reconsideration of the regulation
before I January 1978 - when the presentation of develotrment pro-
grarunes becomes obligatory, their eohesion and effectiveness will
only be gruaranteed if all developnent factors are taken into con-
sidEration and if tocal authorities take part in their elaboration
and implenentation.'
5. FinaIIy, on 18 March Lg75, the Council adopted Regrulatton (EEC) No.724/75
establishing a European Regional Devetopnent !'und, the Financial Regrulation
supptementing the Financial Regnrlation of 25 April 1973 appl-ieable to the
general budget of the European Corununities and a Decision setting up a
Regional Policy committeel.
The European Regional Devetopnent !"und, establlehed in l{arch L975,
became fuIly operational in JuIy of that year.
The flrst aide from the fund \dere granted in October 1975 and the first
payments made in the following December. Hrrsuant to Article 15 of Regula-
tion (EEC) No. 724/75, the Commission of the European Corununlties on 29 ilune
1976 presented to the European Parliament its 'first annual report on the
European Regional Development Fund, Lgl5'2.
The European parliament delivered its opinion on this report on 15 Dec-
ernber L9763. Parliament:
- stressed that ,an examination of this Report has shown that it
already provides quidelines for a revision of the Regulation after
L977 ...'
and
.26. 
...whiIe reaffirming its reservations in regard to the Regulation
adopted bY the Council;
27.called upon the corunittee responsible to keep these rnatters under
constant review and to rePort to it with a view to revisinq the
requlation estabtishing the E\rnd both in respect of the resources
plaeed at its distrrcsal and in respect of the provisions governing
their use and allocation. t
See Ref. 11
See Ref. 7
See Ref. 5
1
2
3
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Article 18 of the Regulation establishing the Fund provides that:
.on a proposal from the Commission, the Council shall re-examine
thio Regulation before I January 1978..
Article 2(2) Iays down that, when re-examining Lhe Regulation, the
('otrrrtrirrs iort slrir I I nr,rkr,
'appropriate protrrosals for the Communitvrs reqional policv and for
aid from tle Fund during the subsequent period'.
The Regulation thus makes a very clear distinction betv,reen, on the one
hand, the Comrtunityts regional trrcIicy and, on the other, intervention by
the European Regional Development Fund which is only one instrument of
that policy.
6. The distinction is reaffirmed in the opening sentence of the annual
report on tJre European Regional Development Fund, L9752
. 
...The European Regional Development Fund is not to be confused
with Conununity regional policy' ...
IL cannot alone bring about the structural changes necessary to
reduce the regional imbalances in the Community"
The European Parliament has always emphasized the urgent need to
make this instrument operative. Since 1966 Parliarnent has been recommending
the establishment of a special fund to finance regional development (see
paragraph 1O of the Resolution of 27 .Iuly 1955 following the Bersani report).
But Parlianent has always urged that it should form part of a Community-
wide redevelopment policy.
7 . It must be recognrized that national regional policies, based ess-
entially on aids for industrial develoPment have, on the whole, failed.
Community regional policy therefore involves questions more fund-
amental than those concerning the size of a Fund.
Indeed, the concept of Cornmunity regional policy inplies more than
the existence and functioning of the Regional DeveloPment Fund. The
European Parliament has repeatedly asked that an overall regional Policy
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be
l,lr
drafted and implemented on the basis of relrcrts subttritted by llr tlotte,
Birkelbactr, Mr Bersani and l,lr Mitterdorferl and by !1r Delnotte2.
The commission itself admits in its 1973 report3 that
.until now the Commrrnity has not had a comprehensive reai-ona1 policv
of the character called for by the Sumit' (paragraph 8) .
It goes on to explain that the purtrxrse of the rePort is to
' ...present the ideas of the Commission for a Commwtity regional
policy' (paragraPh 3).
8. 1[he European Parliament expressed at the time some criticisns of
these ideas, but in the main gave them its support. But tJle formal
protrnsals subseguently presented by the Commission and adopted by the
Councll departed from these original concePts.
- 
Resolution of t7 lilay 1960 (O.I No. 37, 2.6.L95O1 , following the l{otte
report on regional policy problens and ways and means of implenenting
it in rlre community of the six (Doc. 24/L96O-61 and Doc. 36/L96O-6LI i
- 
Resolution of 22 .Ianuary L964 (OiI No. 24, 8.2.L964), following ttte
Birkelbactr report on regional poliry in the EEC (Doc. 99/L963-641 i
- 
Resolution of 27 June 1965 (O,I No. 13O, L9.7.L966), follor,ring the
Bersani retrrcrt on the first comrtunication from the Comtission on
regional policy in ttre EEC (Doc. 58/66) 1
- 
Resolution of 11 !{ay 1970 (O,f No. C 65, 5.6.1970) , following the
Itlitterdorder retrnrt on ttre Comnission's proposal on the organization
of practical measures by the community in the field of regional
development (Doc. 29/70) t
- 
Resolution of L6 t{1arch L972 (OJ No. C 36, L2"4"L972), following the
Mitterdorfer report on the proposale from the CommisEion concerning
Comnunlty regional policy meaaures in priority agricultural regione(Doc. 264/7Ll t
- Resolution of 20 September L972 (OJNo. C 1O3, 5"10.1972), follovring
the tlitterdorfer report on the proposals from the Commission relating
to a courmunication in respect of council decisione on the Cornnunity's
regional policy and to a ProPosed Cor^rncil resolution on the
Cornmunity's instruments of regional policy (Doc. L23/721.
Resolutions concerning ttre EuroPean Regional Development Fund of
5 .Tuly 1973 (OJ No. C 62, 3L.7.1973), 15 Novernbex L973 (OJ No. C 1@,
10.12.L973, p.51), 13 December L973 (OJ No. C 2, 9.L"L974), 12 March 1975(OiI No. C 76, 7.4.1975, p. L9), and t5 Decenrber LTl6 (OJ No. C 6, I0.1.I977, p.86).
See Ref. 6.
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No progress has been rnade since 1973 in defining the kind of
community regional policy which shourd provide a framework for theRegional Fund's activities. Etris Community regional policy, the def_inition of which have
Eents, shourd, in accordance with the mandate of t)te L972 suunit and theprovisions of Arti cl-e 2 of the Regrulation establishing this Fgsd which
was adopted by the councir in Lg75, have been drawn up by the commission.
A tconference on regionar Economiesr was herd in Brussels
as 1961 at the comrnission's initiative, so that the commission
considering these regional problens for over 15 years now. rt
then, be able to present some comprehensive conc of regionar
as early
has been
should,
policy.
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II 
- 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS Ot{ TIIE ECONOT'IIC SITUATION
g. since its inception in L975, the European Regional DeveloPment
Fundrs activities have been conditioned by the overall economic
situation.
In preeenting to the European Parliament the Commissionts
prograrnme for L977, Mr Jenkins, President of the Comrnission of the
European Communities, said on I February 1977:
.If we fail to move for*rard towards greater economic integration,
we shaIl sooner or later move back. And if we move back, it
wili not be in the economic sphere alone.
lle face three formidable and interlocking obstacles to
advance t ...
These Itlr Jenkins identified as: the stubborn persistence of
high unemployment, high rates of inflation, and the wldening gap
between standards of living.
tThe weakest economiee have the highest rates of inflation...
High unemployment in t}e weak economies holds back recovery
in the strong as well; dnd, as the gap between living standards
widens, support for the Process of economic integration is
undermined. I
unemplovment and inflation
10. In 1975 the Community registered a ELL in the main economic
indicators. The GDP feIl by 2.5%, investment by 5.5%, industrial
output by 7"/,, exports by 6%. consumer prices, on the ot|er hand,
rose by L2"4%.
In 1975 industry was working to 75% of capacity and unemployment
had reached.4%, rePresenting about 5 million people out of work-
The countries which suffered most were: on GIDP, ltaly with a faII
of 3.7/"; on unemployment, Ireland with a rate of 9.7/"i and on price
rises, the United Kingdomwith a rise of 27/", Ireland with a rise of
2l .3% and Italy with a rise of I7.4%.
Unemployment increased not only in the developed regions of the
Community affected by short-term economic conditions, but also in
the backward regions, Permanently bedevilled by structural problems.
The highest unemployment rates are still found in rreland (approx-
imately LC/"|, in the rtalian Ylezzogiorno, in Northern Ireland
(approximately 10.6%) , Scotland (aPProximately 5.9/"1 , the North of
(a)
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England (6.7"/"), wares (6.9%), certain provinces of Bergium, Limbourg and
tlrc Northern provinces of tl-re Netherrands (approximaLeLy Lo/"), North
J\rtl.errd, thc saarland, and Francets Mediterranean and south-western
regions.
It is estimated that in 1976 the fall in investment in Ita]y will
have been 8p/. (as against an increase of o.5% for the community as a
whole) . The estimated rate of unemployment for Ireland is LO/", against
a Community average of 4.4%; the increases in consumer prices z 2o.5/" for
rtaly, 17"/" for rreland, 15.5% for the united Kingdom, against an increase
of only LL% for the Community as a whole.
11. Because of the crisis, problems of restructuring and conversion no
longer arise only in the disadvantaged regions but now arso extend to
the Communityrs most dlmamic areas.
lrhe forecasts are that new jobs wilr be created in the tertiarv
sector, while employment in industry, constructj.on and agriculture will
shrink. Vithat is needed, therefore, is no longer to re-direct within a
given economic system (essentially industrial) investment which will in
any case be effected: it is new investment that must now be promoted.
The tertiary sector, whose development is determined by factors different
from those which govern the siting of industry, should provide opSrcrtunities
for encouraging such new investments.
(b) Income spread
L2. The current emphasis is on employment, but it should be remembered
that the income gap is growing.
Betareen 1970 and 1975 the per capita GDP (Community overall = lOO)
fell from 53.6 to 48.9 i-n lreland, from 7O"3 to 59.2 in Italy and from
88.8 to 77 .O in the United Kingdom.
Between l97O and 1975 the annuaL rate of growth of the per capital
GDP was approximaLeLy 7"/" for these three countries, while it was over 1l%
for the remaining five members of the Commrrnity (Belgium, Denmark, Germany,
France and Netherlands) .
13. llhese data clearly indicate the extent to whictr the Comnunity.s
internal cohesion and the proper functioninq of the common market are
threatened. It is therefore necessary to create emplovment, while making
investment more profitable so as to make the machinery of production more
competitive. The attarnnrcrrL of these two aims slr<>uld simulLarrtorrsly
result in a reduction of structural imbalanceg in the Community which
block progress towards integration.
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(a)
III - IAIN IYPES OT REGIONAL PROBLEMS
L4. The difficulties experienced by some countries, illustrated by these
contrasting statistics, are trnrtly due to the fact that these countries
have to cope witl. underdevelopment or the cost of redevelopment of
considerable areas of their territory. Where underdevelopment, industrial
decline and economic congestion coexist, they combine to restrain overall
economic growth.
15. In its 1973 report on the regional problems in the enlarged Comrtrnityl,
ttre Commission propounds the vieir,'r that regional imbalanees stem fundamentally
fromtheabsenceof@.economicactivity,ortheg@,ofa
region on backward agricultural or declining industrial activities, which
are therefore unable to guarantee a satisfactory rate of productivity,
employment and income, if no alternative activities exist (Point 22 in fine) .
Peripheral agricultural reqions
16. The Commission report referred to above states in point 23 that:
.In general the aqricultural problem reqions tend to be situated in
the pg.i-phgry. of the Community and over recent years they have known
a sharp rate of decline in the proportion of employment devoted to
agriculture. 1[hey usually have the characteristic of severe
structural underemployment and in some cases also high long-term
unemployrment... a common feature of aII these areas is a relatively
Ior'r income per hc.ad of the poputation and a high dependence on
agricultural emPloyrment t I .
L7. The development problems of these peripheral regions are both the
glgg4, because of their geographical extent and their relative severity,
and the hardest to resolve, because of their complexity. The concept of
peripherality refers as much to the geographical remoteness as to the
economic marqinalitV of a region. A definition of a peripheral region
may be established by contrast with regions enjoying a concentration of
economic activities.
fhe relative deterioration of social and economic conditions in
European peripheral regions has been aggravated by the liberalization of
trade and the free movement of the factors of production. Restructurizing
of economic activities has tended to strengthen the major areas of
concentration alrcady exisLing in the centre of Europe: the Rhine region,
Northern Italy, the Paris region, etc.
1 s"" Ref. 6
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This has resulted in:
waste of social and individual
tration,
reaources in areas of excessive concen-
- 
staqnation at a very low level of utitization of economic and human
resources in the peripheral regions,
- 
assistance and subsidies for these regions.
The outcome is a chronic imbarance between these regions and the rest
of the community. this state of affairs, which may be regarded as temp_
orary and capabl.e of improvement by an appropriate policy, nevertheless
gives rise to a nurnber of serious and highly complex problems which areparticularly severe for those regions which are doubly peripheral: with
respect to their own countries and to the community as a whole.
ru ' Thc problems of peripheral regions are often among the most serious
because of the terriboriar extent of the regions concerned. They are
equally so because of their relative severity, for there is a fundamental
difference of qual-ity, and not a mere difference of degree, between the
redeploYment problems, even serious ones, of centrally situated regions
and the problems experienced by peripheral regions.
A region or sub-region faced with the problem of industrial redeploy-
ment can, at least, rely on some existing advantages, such as its location
in the central core of the country and the t,echnical skills and mental
aptitudes of the population which are arready geared to industriar
production.
rn contrast, to quicken the economic life of a rural region requires
tho reduction of its remoteness from the central core by the creation of
communjcations infrastruclurea, the creation of conclitions for industrial
implantation, of socio-cultural infrastructures providing both for the
technologicar training of the locar population and for the reception of
technicians and administrators to be brought in from outside.
19. Because of tJ1e crisis, the underdeveroped regions can no ronger hope
to benefit from the rspin-off. of economic expansion in the prosperous
regions. Their nanpower reserves can no longer be utilized, since there
is also unemplolment in the industrial areas.
while general economic recovery is Iike1y to resolve the difficulties
of the more favoured regions, increased aid wiII still be needed to
stimulate investment in those which are the most disadvantaged because
their situation has deteriorated even further. It is therefore essential
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for the cornmunityrs financial instruments to be used above all to promote
investment and to create employment in the conmunity's most disadvantaged
areas.
(b) Declininq industrial reqions
'l
20. Point 24 of the Commissionrs re5rcrt on regional problemst states that:
rthe areas suffering from industrial change have usually been those
where there has been a high dependence for employment on ageing
industries. Their problems of economic transformation are often
underlinedbyaconstantlyslowrateofgrovrthandbyhighlevels
of unemployment stretching over many years .'
2L. Some regions of the Community, which once were trrcwer-houses of economic
growth, now face difficult problems of adaptation owing to obsolescence
and competitive pressure. The sectors concerned, such as textiles, coal-
mining, iron and steel and shipbuilding, are not suffering from conjunctural
when a major region is heavily dependent on one of these declining
sectors, the need to modernize, to rationalize, to diversify and to
transform can become imperative, but too onerous for the region or state concerned
totacklealone,andwillthereforerequireCommunityaid.
(c) Reqions wiLh excessive economic concentration
22. 'Ihe community's regional policy is not confined to financial aid'
Tn rc.rJions whcrc excessive econgmic antl urban cgncentratiOn impOSes On
society a high social and human cost, thc community should work out
discouraqement measures to be applied simultaneouslv throughout its
territorY.
concentration represents considerable advantages for undertakings
whictr can benefit from economies of scale and from a dense and diversified
network of infrastructures, Ehe cost of which is borne, not by them, but
by Iocal comnunities and the tax-payers '
so as not to underrn-ine the competitive potential of undertakings '
discouragement measures should be applied simultaneously in all the
community,s areas where excessive economic and urban concentration exists'
1 s". Ref. 6
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IV 
- 
TIIE CASE FOR A COMMT'NITT REGIOMIJ POLICY
(a) rtre qeneral interest and decentralization of activities
23. The analysis of regional
regional policy presented by
the whole, be approved by the
Polisy, Regional Planning and
imbalances and the case for a Community
the Commission in its 1973 retrrca1l, can, on
European Parliament.s Committee on Regional
Trans;rort.
24. one of the fundamental aims of the Treaty of Rome is to reduce the
933 between the Comrnunityrs various regions and the backwardness of tlisse
least advantaged.
fhe Conmission reminds us in point 13 that:
rAt a time when it is maintained that economic expansion is no end
in itself but must, as a priority, contribute to mitigating
disparity in living conditions, it is rurthinkable that the Community
should only read to an increase in the process whereby wealth is
principally attracted to places where it exists already. Unless
the communityrs economic resources are moved where hunan resources
are, thus sustaining living locat communities, there is bound to be
disenchantment over the idea of European Unity'.1
25. Constant improvement of livinq and workinq conditions is another of
the Treaty of Romets fundamental objectives. llhe Commission considers
that Community regional policy is not only in the interests of areas of
relative poverty, high unemployment and forced migration, but is equally
relevant to those living in overcrowded conurbations, with their impover-
ished environment. The establishment of tJ:e Regional Developnent Fund
should not, therefore, be seen simply as a means of subsidising the dis-
advantaged areas by the ridt, because in fact it will contribute to the
improvement of the environment of the latter.
Efforts to develop the less advanced regions should be accompanied
by measures to discourage industrial congestion in areas where saturation
already exists, and to achieve decentralization of industrial activity
in tlrr. (,clnera I i nterest (point 16 o t the I973 re;rcrt) I .
tRcAional policy 
- 
provided it is rationally deployed... is a sood
investmentr, Els much socially as ecologically and economically. Uncontrolled
congestion and migration are more costlv than positive intervention to
achieve balanced regional development (point 18 of the 1973 retrrcrt) 1.
' see Ref. 6
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(b)
26. A regional- trrclicy should prevent a situation where:
,a member government is compelled to harve its progranme of expansion
because the central areas of its economy are becoming overheated
and inflationary Pressures are mounting while there remain wasted
resourcea in the poorer regionsr (point L7 of the 1973 report)l.
2T.Investmentinover-congestedareasresultsinanexcessiveburdenon
the co[ununity and on the taxpayer. In the Paris region, for instance,
transPortcostgaretwoandahalftimesashighasinotherareasof
France.
Abettergeographicaldistributronofeconomicactsivitypermitsa
better utilization of available resources and a reduction of the cost of
certain activities or services, and thus reduces one of the sources of
cos t in f la Liott -
In reducing imbalances, regional policy eases inflationary Pressures '
ft is the highest wage levels in the congested areas whictr are used ae
the national standard for the wages in the weakest areas, although their
productivityislower.Ifproductivityint,hedisadvantagedareasis
imProved,oneofthesourcesofwaqeinflationisreduced.
Thesameappliestopricelevels,whichtendtobedeterminedbythe
' 
and not of the most productive ones '
An overall improvernent in productivity would thus help to elininate one
of the causes of Price inflation'
2a.Generallyspeaking,fundsexpendedonregionalinterventiondonot
have an inflationary effect if they are used for the PurPose of improving
economj.c t:ff iglencv. They may, however, occasionally have a delaved
ef fcct wlrcn Lhcy are used for more or less long-term investmetrt in inllra-
structures - depending on the nature of these infrastructurea (whether
tranaport, communications, education, vocational training or health
services). These infrastructures nevertheless provide an essential back-
up to more immediately productive investments '
lnanyevent,theseaidsforinfrastructuresarenomoreinflationary
in the short-term than social welfare assistance'
29. To conclude then, improved regional equilibrium leads to better
utilization of the resources of under-developed regions. This should lead
toimprovedproductivityinthewholecountryandtoareductionofsocial
and economic cost in over-congested regions. The overall effect should
thus be anti-inflationarv in the lonq-term'
I 
,"" Ref. 6
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(c) F"ilor" of r.tior.I poli.i." .rd of ,.rk.t *""h.r,i*,"
30. Despite the aid policies of Member States, the qap between the per
capita average incomes in the rich and the poor regions of the Community
has widened.
One of the fundamental lessons to be drawn from the First Annual Report
on the European Regional Development !\rnd, 1975r, is that the disparity
between rreland, rtary and the united Kingdom on the one hand, and the
remaining Coumrunity !4ember States, on the other, has increased. The neport
states in polnt 9 that in 1970 the per capita GDp was five times higher in
Hamburg than l-n western Ireland, and four times higher in paris than in
Southern rtaly. The disparity has been accentuated in 1975, the respective
ratios increasLng from 5 to 6 and from 4 to 5.
31. The Fundrs 1975 annual report is right in noting in point 2 that:
'contlnuing regional disparities constitute a major brake on theprocess of economic integration. t
The European Parliament has always emphasized the need to reduce
deveropnental disparities as a preliminary to economic and monetary
integration.
32. ft could be said that until the recent crisis, the existence of the
EuroPean Conununity induced continued economic arowth in the Member States,
but this growth was not harmonious. The i:nplementatl-on of the Custcuns
Union created the conditions for an increase in the disparities between the
rich and the poor regions.
The report referred to also states that:
'the rapid growth generated by the market economyrhas been accompaniedby sigmificant regional disequilibriar (point 4)r
The interplay of market forces has promoted snowballing development in
the already rich regions and a corresponding retrogression in regions which
were already disadvantaged. Both underdevelopnent and overdevelopnent of
particuJ-ar regions have also been accentuated. A conprehensive regional
poliey should therefore ai:n at structural transformation of these two types
of regions"
33. The Fundts annual report notes that:
'the.free.larket economy will not automatically resolve the problemt(pornt 5,
t 
,"" Ref. 7
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It can never be emphasized enough that economic develo;rment in regions
experieneing difficulties is not a spontaneous process that can be left to
private enterprise alone.
Without intervention from the public authorities the position of under-
developed regions will never improve.
34. But the existence of the coIttrnon market not only aggravatee the regional
imbalances but also reduces the Governrnents' capabilitv for econorric inter-
@,, while the Treaties have not given the European instltutions suffi-
cient powers to conpensate for this. Governments are less and less able to
guide investment, since the decision-making centres of many large undertakings
(multinationals) lie outside the national framework'
In addition, the Treaties themselves have reduced the Governnentst po\{ers
in regional policy matters: they forbid in principle certain forms of pro-
teetionlgn, subeidies, discrimination, etc. Within a European contrnon market
it |s no longer possible to conduct iEolated national regional policies'
35.ACommunityregiona1poIicyshou1dthusg.@.thesedisadvanta9res.
The need for this is urgent since the imbalances are increasing while the
overall economic situation is not calculated to help resolve the probLem.
An economic t lowt reduces industrial investment opportunities and at the same
tjme the availabiLity of funds for regional devel-opnent.
lloreover, structural problems exist also in the developed regions, where
unenPlolzment is rising.
(d) Economies to be strencrthened before enlarqenent
3g. The President of the corunission, Mr ,fenkins, in his speech to the
European Parliament on 11.1.Lg77 propounded his 'philosophy of convergence':
,We must, like any civilized community, helP the weaker members.
This is in the interests of the strong as well as the weak. !
Unless the Corununity is strengthened it cannot be enlarged and, indeed,
it may cease to exist.
In his speech Mr Jenkins demonstrated that the Comnunity must be both
strengthened and balanced and that if it is to be enlarged, its economies must
be made to converge. It is important to note the statement by the President
of the Commission that as the Corununity becomes larger, so it becomes easier
for its weaker regions to be more neglected, and this must ulti$ately lead to
the destruction of the Corununity.
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V . SIZE OT' TIIE FTJND AIID NATIJRE OF EXPENDITTIRE:
COMPI'LSORY OR NOT'i.CO}4PI'LSORY
{a) The Fund's annual_budqet and reqional needs
37. In the chapter devoted to regional policy, the Tindemans reSrort on
European union notes thatl:
'Tlris 1xr.l iey must neeesearily involve a net transfer of resourcesfrom the nrosl- prosperouer areas of the Community to Lhe lees-favoured
areas.
In part t.hese transfers will be made, as nowr through national
regional development polieies"
Hohrever, a }arge proportion of the transfers will have to be made
through the Covmnunity budqet, either directly by meane of regional
aids, or indirectly by the effect on economic structures of the
agricultural and industrial policies"r
38. What, then are the criteria applied by the Consnission in determining the
annual size of appropriations to the Regional Fund which have to be entered
in the Conununities' annual budget?
The process ought to begin not with the States, but with the regionsl
Ermong which those experiencing the greatest difficulties should be identified
by the appllcation of Conununitv criteria. Then their financing requirements
ehould be examined.
The actual amount of aid required for investments creating new employ-
ment will vary from area to area, according to local conditions. lltre pros-
peet of job creation, therefore, should not be used as the sole criterion;
in any event, some investments in infrastructures do not result imnediately
in job creation.
Nor is the allocation of resources proportionately to the size of the
region's population satisfactory, for it can lead to a misuse of Conununity
funds.
It would seem that only by examining pluriannual developrnent proqranmes
will it be possible to determine the real financing needs. B1t assessing the
loca1 and nationaL financing resources it should be possible to determine how
much external finance is needed. Reference to these pluriannual progranunes
will also permit subsequent retrospective assesslnent of the investmentsr
effectiveneEs.
39" Vlhen the Fund was being established, the European Parliament demanded that
its resources should be increased; but Parliament also insisted on the need to
put in hand a genuine comprehensive regional policy.
I 
,.. Ref. 16
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There is in facL rro case for increasing the Fund's resources unless
a real regional policy is defined and implemented at Community level. Sueh
a regional policy would essentially imply planned development in tte
Community and effective coordination of all the other relevant instruments.
It also implies that the Community itself must establish its priorities
in consultation with the Itlernlcer States and the regions concerned, and that it
should be able to deploy the resc,urces at its disposal for the benefit of the
priority activities selected by it'.
A necessary cond-ition for strengthening Community regional policy is
Lhat the Comrnunity must have a political decision centre.
(b) The non-compulsorv naturq of expenditure
40. The fourth recital of L.ire Regulation establishing the European Regional
Development Fund concludesl,
'It is advisable to reserve the decision as to the !g!gp of the Fund's
expenditure for subsequent frnancial years'.
4;-. The European Parliament" however-, decided as from 1975 to treat this
expenditure as non-compulsory. The Commission has adopted the same attitude-
But the Council has not accepted this classification. It took the view that
the expenditure was comPulsory for the three-year period covered by the
allocation laid down in the Regulation. The question of the classification
of this expenditure for subsequent years remains oPen.
42. If, from l-978, the budgetary appropriations for the Regional DeveloPment
Fund are to be really non-compulsory, the Commission will have each year to
submit, within the framework of its annual budgetary proposals, a proposal
on the financial resources to be made available to the Regional Development
Fund for the financial year in question-
This would put an end to allocations fixed in advance for several years,
which implied for Llte European Parlianrent loss of its powera of budgetary
control over the Regional Fund's appropriations.
43. It would be useful to sumnarize the consequences of the adoption of such
a classification for thc budqetary procedure and for the European Parliament's
powers.
Depending on the ctassification of the expenditure, the EuroPean Parliament
is entitled to present, in the course of the budgetary procedure, either
amendments or proposals for modificatio-ns to the draft budget.
lsee Ref. 1I
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Ttre distinction is not merely theoretical: their meaning and form, and
the majorities which they require are different.
'cgrpgfEgry.' expenditure is subject to proposed modifications. For
adoption by the European Parliament, these require an absolute majority of
the votes cast. To be incorporated in the budget, they must be accepted
by the Council (by a qualified majority).
'Non-compulsory' expenditure is
adoptod by tho European Parllament by
Assembly's members. The Council can
amendments (by a qualified najority).
(by a majority of the current members
votes cast) on the modifications made
subject to amendments. They can be
the votes of a majority of the
only provisionally modify these
Ihe European Parliament then decides
of Parliament and three-fifths of the
by the Council to such amendments.
The extent of the European Parliament's budoet,arv powers thus depends
on the classification of the expenditure.
44. Article 2O3 of the Treaty, which sti-pulates this distinction between
compulsory and non-compulsory expenditure, provides (in paragraph 8) that
the increases in non-comPulsory expenditure from one financial year to
another shall be limited to a 'maximum rate'. When this maximum rate is
insufficient, a 'new rate' may be fixed by agreement between the council
and Parliament.
45. Regional poricy is the very paradigm of a major new policv, of a
lasting nature and having significant financial implications, on which the
European Parliarnent should have powers of amend.ment. Otherwise, the whole
development of the Community would proceed without democratic control and
to the detriment of the European Parliament.
Expenditure for regional purposes d.oes not necessarily result from
the Treaty. The basic regulation on the Fund was adopted under Article 235
of the EEC Treaty which concerns precisely those cases where the Treaty
has not provided powers for action by the Community.
The Regional Fund basic regulation in itself should not create an a
priori right to Conmunity aid. Assistance should be granted by the Commission
on the basis of various criteria.
46. The European Parliament, which voted unanimously at the time of the
debate on the first supplementary budget for L975, has steadfastly maintained
its principles in this matter. But it has been willing to be very flexible
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as to the methods of their application. In fact, it undertook to accept
the amounts of appropriations laid down by the Surunit Conference for the
first three years, but it has uphetd the classification of the expenditure
on which its power of amendment rests.
It is the opinion of the rapporteur of the Corunittee on Regional Policy,
Regiolal Devclopment and Transtrrort that, from now on, the size of the Fund
shoutd not be fixed in advance in the Regulation, so that:
- 
the lrcssibility of increasinq the Fund's financial resources in the future
is left open,
- 
democratic control can be exercised over the establishment and utilization
of these resources.
(c) Comrnitment appropriations and pavment appropriations
47. ft will be recalled that the third preamble to the Financial Regulation
containing special provisions for the European Regional Development Fund
states thatl:
'the realization of the investments to be assisted by the Fund may
extend over several vears | .
This Financial Regulation, Iike the regulation establishing the Fund
(Article 2 (31 L allows for the inclusion in the budget of commitment
appropriations and payment appropriations for the Financial year concerned.
The comrnitment appropriations represent the upper limit of expenditure
which the Commission is authorized to undertake in the course of a financial
year. Appropriations not corunitted within the financial year may be carried
over to the two succeeding financial years.
payment appropriations are the upper limit for expenditure authorized
or effected in the course of the financial year (on commitments from the
current or previous financial years).
4A. This is an important distinction. It is thanks to comrnitment approp-
riations, which may stretch over several years, that pluriannual prograrnmes
(.an reco ive ;rss isl.nrrr.o l-ronr tho Fund LhroughouL t-hci r inplementation.
Since economic development is not always either a spontaneous or a
self-sustaining process, it must be stimulated by the implementation of
lonq-term development progranunes. No practical result of the operation of
the Regional Fund can be expected before the medium or the lonq term.
1o, 
*o. L 73, 2L.3.1g7s, p.45.
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VI.
49. A fundamental paragraph in the section dealing with regional
irr Llrt''l'irrtlourirns roPorL on ilrc Europoan unionr makes it clcar that
poliey must
policy
regional
'be concentrated on the most economically backward areas of thecommunity. Funds must be alrocated on lh" basis or orieciiv.t:ritcria applieablo to the wb.qls. of the comrnunity *iEf,iE-iEEionatquoLall' 
.
(a) Concentration of aids
50. Given the relatively modest resources available and the comprehensive
naLurc of regional policy, action should be concentrated on those regiona
whietr exl)erience Lhe most serious difficulties, according to a scheme of
lrrjoriLi.es wlrich j.t- is for the commissi<.rn to establish. other policies an<l
aeLions by Lhe CommutriLy and by the Statos concerned should be coordinated
so as Lo aim at the same objective.
51- concentration of assistance on priority regions is that acid test of
European solidarity to which everyone refers. Since the resources available
are restricted, Community action can only be developed gradually and cannot
hope from the start to eliminate all the basic fundamental imbalances in all
the Member States.
Even a large Fund, if it scatters its resources widely is bound to be
less effective than a smaller Fund concentrating its efforts on a few regions
whoso rovival is an an urgent priority.
'flre itlonLif 1c.:tion an<l select iorr of r:eg j.ons e.l j qJ l.lle I()r. .-rEB istarrr.r.
from the Fund are closery linked to the size of the latter.
Finally, if community regionar policy is to be capable of preventing
the concentration of economic activity in certain highly favoured regions,
u'e must also resist the debilitating trend towards dispersion of assistance.
52. ft is an accepted fact that
and is promoted by economies of
development depends on technical progress
scale and external economies resulting from
agglomeration.
This shows why the available resources must be concentrated on a few
qrowth centres, though not for the purpose of increasing the power of a
particular centre but with the aim of stimulating thereby aetivity in the
surrounding area.
lsee Ref. 16
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(b) National cruotas
53. Etre sole criterion for conmrunity assistance should be the relative
needs of the various regions'
Intheinitialstage,thesystemofnationalquotasensureda
distribution relatively favouring states with the most acute regional
problems, and thus helping the most disadvantaged regions - in so far as
they were accorded priority within the national schemes'
The fact that 74.223% of the Fund's resources f10w to the countries
with the most severe regionalrProblems (4O% Lo ltaly, 27.76L% to the united
Kingdom and 6. 462% Lo Irelandr), means that the assistance is concentrated'
54. But the quota system is too riqid and there is a danger that it will
detract from the commission's ability to assess applications for assistance
submitted under these quotas. lltre functioning and management of the Fund
should be made more flexible'
. 
Admittedly other Funds, such as the EAGGF (Guidance section) or Lhe
social Fund, have tended to provide much greater assistance in the community's
least disadvantaged regions. Application of national quotas would have
pcrhaps ensured a tretter distribution'
55. BuL the communiLy's regional policy ls noL confined to the activities
of a sinqle Fund. The activitles of other funds, and general and sectoral
pollcies, must be coordinated with it. comprehenslve conununity action
should be based on priorities laid down at Communitv level-'
While the system of quotas may be acceptable in practice, if not in
principle, in respect of the activities of a Fund, quotas must not apply in
the implementation of the whole ranqe of instruments available to the
Commission. This is an essential distinction and is the reason why we are
opposed to the quota system, because we wish to see a genuinely comprehensive
regional policy devised and implemented'
(c) National Priorities
56. T,he principle of complementarity of community'aids with aids granted
nationally means that the Commiseion provides assistance to regione already
rebeiving it under national schemes, and particularly to those which have
been accorded priority domestically'
lcorrected percentages
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The comrnission, therefore, has not made the choice of the regions which
the Regional Development Fund should assj-st. They are serected at the
national level on the basis of data and br means of methods and criteria
which differ from one State to another.
for a Community regional policy.
This is not an aeceptable approach
57. A cornmunity policy should not be based on priorities established merely
at the national level, without reference to the relative situation of other
Corununity regions. Tlte priorities cstablisho(l aL cornmunity leveJ may in
certain cases correspond with those determined nationally. But it should n()t
be a rule that assistance is granted to reinforce existing national policies.
58. The European Parlianent has already expressed strong criticism of the
dlsLribuLlon of Community alds betwoen the Member States aecording to a pL
egtablished echeme, in its resolution of 12 March 1975 on the propoeal for
a regulation establishing the RegionaL Fundl. The European parliament:
'3. emphasizes that a priori allocation between all the llember Statesof the Fund allocation does not meet the ."qffi
Conununity policy applied to the least favoufed reqj.ons of theCommunity and after consideration of their ,reedil-
4- recalls that it has insisted that priorities should be establishedbetween the reqions of the Conununity and not between the States,
and that these priorities should bJdetermined with reference tost.atistics on communitv averages, not nationar averages,
5. deplores the fact that the new texts refer to national priorities
and may therefore appear to be a means of provJ-ding subiidies toI'lember states for their national development potici""T
(d) Communitv priorities
59. community assistance should be based on an objective asgessment of
the necds of the various Community regions and of the relative effectiveness
of the assistance within the framework of the development progranme€,.
fhe Regional Policy Cofrnittee, already responsible for coordinating the
various policies in this area, should be the forum for the confrontation and
eomparison of the needs of the various cdmmunity regions.
This presupposes that Communitv priorities shall be determined
lsee ref. 4
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on the basis of the ob'iective criteria which had been proposed tryr the
Comnission to the Council in 1973 and approved by Parliarnent as a suitable
starting point.
60. In all its resolutions on the European Regional Development Fund the
European parliament has called upon the Commission to appJ.y the criteria it
proposed in 1973.
The European Partriament
- 
in its resolution of 5 .rulY 19731:
'5. considers that, given the inadequacy of available supportingdata, the intervention criteria proposed for the Fund are
acceptable as an initial approximation'.
- in its resolution of 13 Decedber L9732:
,7. believes that all the regions should be classified aecording to
the relative seriousness of the imbalances found in relation
to the Community averaqe'.
- 
in its resolution of 12 March 19753:
,8. considers that the statistical problems are not an adequate reason
for the adoption of the principle of national priorities, and that
reference to Comnunity criteria is the only way of ensuring Progress
on the elaboration of statistical data for the purpose of comparison
which would also be required for the launching of development
proclralrunes under a Community scheme' .
- in its reEolution of 16 December L9764 z
7. calls upon the Conunission to apply the yardsticks it proposed in
Lg73 (for drawing up a list of regions eligible for assistance
from the Fund) for the purpose of assessing with reference to
Cornmunity criteria whether there has been a judicious allocation
of Community aid to those Community regions most severely affected
by imbalances'.
These criteria are essential for the preparation and implementation of
the regional development prograrrmes which must be presented before the end
of this year.
61. In its 1973 report on the regional problems, the Commission considered
that implementation of Comrunity action required effective European solidarity.
It rightly believed that there was not merely a need to devote more of Europe's
finance to development of the regrions, but also to distribute it according
lsee Ref. 1
2see Ref. 3
3see Ref. 4
4see Ref. 5
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to the requirements of the regions which are most disadvantaged 'in relation
to the corununity as a whole' 
- 
not, that is, in relation to national
averages.
In point 29 (VIII)1, ah" Conunission states:
'The Fund will have to concentrate its expenditure very largely inthose regions which are the most in need in relation to the Comrnunity
as a whole. rn other words, there must uffire thatthe means available to the Fund are used in a manner quite independent
of any criterion of fair return and which reflects thJ size and
EllSEgl of the regional problems facing the Community. Th"
acceptance of this principle will be an important test of Community
solidarity.
(e) Cornmunitv criteria
62. In 1973 the Commission was of the opinion that some of the criteria
characterizing regional imbalance were: low income or product per head,
structural under-emplovment, persistent high unemplovment, and sizeable
misration (points 23 ancl 24) 1
These criteria, however, are not
governments grant aids to production
maintain a sufficient level of income
employment is not clearly apparent in
a major problem.
always sufficient: when, for example,
in declining sectors in order to
and employment, structural under-
the statistics, although it may be
simirarly, migration from such regions may cease as a resuft of
conjunctural difficulties in the prosperous regions, but this does not mean
that the employment situation in the former has improved.
63. The criteria used by the Conmiseion for drawing up its list of regions
ln I tlTl] slroulcl ltnvo ;rorm-l LLod n <:lnsH j f i.caLlon of Lho regione, Jrlentifyincy
those, wlrJ eh, on L.heeo eri Lerla, showed the mos L EL.vere lmba lances on a
Community scale.
Ihe regions which should be given development priority, therefore, are
those which have the greatest imbalances relative to the Community averages.
These imbalances can be identified by a GDP per inhabitant of the region
lower than the Conununity average and, in addition, one of the followinq
criteria:
lsoo Rot. 6
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- 
percentage of the working population employed in aqriculture higher than
the Community average and percentage of the working population employed
in industry lower than the Community average;
- 
20% of employment in one of the declininq industrial sectors and, either
unemployment of at least 2% or a net outward migration over a long
period;
- 
a rate of unemployment 20% above the national average and reaching at
least 3.5%, with a net outward miqration of at least 10 per thousand of
the population over a long periodl.
lsee Ref. 9: Explanatory statement, points 3, 5 and 6.
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VII 
-
64' rn a reporL by a commission interdepartmental group for the coordination
of financial inst:uments it is suggested that
should be introduced.
Thc .ri_m would be to encourage assistance bf the States, but, above aIl,to inerease thc comnunity's contribution to assistance for Member states hav-ing the
The report was submitted to the conunission at its last meeting in Lg76.This report, on the functioning of the EAGGF, Guidanee sectJ.on, and another,
on the problems of the EEc's Mediterranean region, were drawn up byworkingparties headed, respectively, by IvIr J. Nash (Director for Irlonetary Affairs)
and lrr A- pizzutl (Assistant Director-ceneral for Agriculture).
65' one of the concrusions of the report is that criteria for financiar as-
sLstance shourd be modified to take account of the revenue-raising capacity
of the various Member states and of the level of development of the various
agrieultural regions.
In addition, therefore, to the classification of regions according tothe seriousness of their i to
, IvlemberStates should also be classified aecording to their
and the two classifications appropriately weiqhted.
revenue-raisins capacity,
rt shourd be noted that parriament has proposed that Member
be crassified according to their relative intervention capacity
regional imbalances.
States should
to reduce
(b) Relative intervention capacitv of the States
66' The European Patriament, in examining the proposar for a reguration onthe Fund and the proposal for a regulation on the rist of regions erigiblefor assistance (resolution of 13 December 19731) considere&
'8- that the regions and areas with the most serious imbarances and
situated in tlember states with the rowest relative intervention
-c3P391ry. should be assisted on a priority basis and should receive
the bulk of the intervention from the Fund,.
- See Ref- 3
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It therefore ProPosed that the criterion of the relative intervention
capacity should be added to Article 3 of the Fund regulation and to Article
I of the regulation on the list of regions eligible for aid.
The Corunission did not accept the criterion, pointing out that it had
not been envisaged by the Paris Surunit and that it appeared difficult to apply.
The European Parliament, which is not bound by the Summit mandate to the
Commission, insisted on the inclusion of this criterion of priorities. When
tho rosourcos nocossary to eliminate the serious imbalanceg oxceed the capacity
of the Member States concerned, the regions in question should be granted
priority aid and should reeeive the bulk of the interventions from the Fund.
67. The Commission's 1973 proposals established criteria, which were approved
by the European Parliament but not accepted by the council, taking due account
of the seriousness of regional imbalances. They took no account, however, of
another factor justifying comrunity aid: the inability of a particular coun-
try to carry through on its own an effective programne to remedy rapidly an
imbalance which may obstruct the achievement of economic and monetary union
- to the detriment of all coneerned.
The author of the already quoted report on Community regional policy em-
phasi.zocl t.ltat- Cornmrrnl.t.y aseietaneo should only bo forthcoming where national
aids are insufticient to be effective. If Community aid is proviclocl where
national aid alone is adequate, there is a risk of wastage of Conrmunity re-
sources and an opportunity for the state concerned to save money.
68. A tlpical example is that of Ireland, where virtuatly no single region
is able to make up for the disadvantageous position of the others. With the
exception of the East Coast, which is the most highly industrialized., the per
caPita revenue in Ireland is the lowest in the Community. Without Community
aid, the country will not be able to accept the constraints of economic and
monetary union.
In the case of Italy, the North of the country has for many years no!{
carried the excessive burden of the development of the South, and Conununity
assistance ls needed.
The European parliament in its resolution of 15.11.1973r lnsisted
'10. that in the application of regionar aid account must be taken of
the unique character of the regional problems in countries which
have no industrially deveroped region within their borders on
which to draw internally for a transfen of resources' 
.
I 
,.. Ref. 2
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In other, less extensive, regions, development is delayed, or reconversionjeopardized, because national aid, while adequate for individuar objectives,
cannot cope with the entire complex of factors causing socio-economic stagnation
and is incapabre of organizing and financing an overarl recovery prograrnme.
(c)
('9' To (lot'ormino which statos in tho community have the lowest relative inter-
ventlorl capaclty to deal with the most serious regional imbarances, as a first
approximation, the national and conununitv GDPI per head of population can be
compared.
Further, it is possibte to determine for eaeh Member State the ratio of
the total GDP of all the reqions not experiencinq substantial inbalances to the
GDP of all the oth". t"oiot" ,h.r" 
"rb"t..ti"l ifu.Iur.." "*i"t. Regions withsubstantial imbalances are those defined as qualifying for Fund intervention,
on the basis of the criteria risted in chapter vr, section (e).
This ratio will show whettrer the richer regions of the country are able
to assist the poor ones.
comparison of this ratio at comtrunity level will identify the countries
with the lowest relative intervention capaeity.
The statistical data necessary for these calculations exiet, since the
comnission used regional GDP figures to draw up its list of regions in 1973.
I cop = gross domestic product
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VTII 
- CONCENIRATION AI{D ADDITIONALITY
(a) The multiplier effect of aids
70. The Fund's eontribut,ion to the solution of regional problems must neces-
sarily be modest in itself, but as a complement to domestic aid it can become
signifieant. Comnunity intervention, therefore, should have a multiplier ef-
fect. This is why we attach a fundarnental importance to the principle of ad-
ditionality of Corununity assistance.
Intervention by the I'und is warranted only if this principle is observed.
The European Parliament in its resolution of 12.3.19751 demande&
'6. that assistance from the Fund should not lead the Member States
to reduce their national aid, which the Conununity aid should
complement'.
7L. The example of ltaly deserves attention. This count:y has introduced
into its national accounting a distinction between national and Cornmunity aids.
corununity aids have been concentrated in a single, but important, area, t|e
Mezzogiorno. I,Ioreover, complementary projects, made possible by Corununity aid,
have been clearly identlfied.
Not all the States, however, have been able to devise satisfactory methods
to show how assistance from the Fund has been used.
The Commission should pay partieular attention to this point when putting
forward proposals for a revision of the Fund regrulation, so that interventions
by, the Fund can be more exactly identified.
,r; At all events, the present situation, where the Fund offers assistance
for projects which are in anv case beinq financed by the Member States and
are nearly completed, is not particularly satisfactory.
Besides, the fact that palzuents, especially for industrial investment,
are effected throuqh the qoverrments of the ltlember States rather than directly
to the investors, does nothing to demonstrate that Community resources are
intended for the regions or that they are supplementary aids.
t S"" Ref. 4
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(b)
73 ' rt is important to be able to assess the extent to which community
assistance supplements domestic aid by the I'Iember states and whether it is
not being used as an excuse to reduce the national effort in regional
development.
The probrem becomes particurarly acute when community assistance is
used for repalment of a national aid, and the individual investor obtains
no more than he did under the domestic provisions arone. rf the ceiringfor regional assistance fixed according to the coordination principres raid
down in pursuance of Article 92 of the Treaty is reached, it may not bepossibre for both sources of assistance to be used together.
74' r'[ tlrot is not the case, the commission points out that its aim is notto achieve additionality in individual cases (vertical additionarity, as raid
down in Articre 4(2) (a) in fine of the Fund regulation) but additionality
in respect of the total amouFt of appropriations allocated (horizontal
additionality, in pursuance of the eleventh preamble to the Fund reguration).
This means that, thanks to appropriations from the Fund, the Member States
should be abre to finance more projects than they wourd by rerying on
nationar resourccs alonc - rn this way thc guestion of art<l itionali.ty i.stransferred to the area of national budqets, where its control becomes
more complex.
On the principle of horizontal additionality, the Commission grants aid .r][r'otrr lllo l"ttttrl t() n;rt'rlior:t. wlrlctr it has oxarnLne<] ; ].lut ultimately this aid is
transferro<l tr: atrother ;rroject, whiclr has not been cxamined by cornmuniLy
olgans' such a system can restrict the commission's powers of aseessment and
control.
(c) Additionalitv within proqranunes
75' The rapporteur proPogea ttrat horizontal additionarity be supplem6nted by
additionarity within proqramnes. on this principre, aid wourd only be grantedfor projects forming part of a development programme, the consistency and
rat'ionale of which would have to be examined by the commission. rn this waythe additionarity of the aid wourd have to be considered for each deveJ-opment
programme, and it wourd be possible t,o transfer appropriations between
projects within progratnmes.
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D( . CONCENTRATION A\]D COMPREHENS]VE NATURE OF AIDS
(a) Geoqraphical and economic concentration
76. The first instrument of cornmunity regional poricy is too sectoral in
nature and t,oo narrowly restricted to economic measures'
Actions undertaken so far on the basis of the Treaty of Rome answer
essentially economic concerns. Article 2 of the Treaty lays down that the
community shall have as its task 'to promote throughout the community a
harmonious development of economic activities''
But the Fund was established with this economic bias, for the purpose
of compensating, by means of subsidies, the backwardness of investment in
certain regions -
However, our task is not only to combat econornic disparities' but also
to bring about the convergence of livinq conditions in the various regions'
TtratisalsooneoftheaimsoftheTreatyofRome.
Regionalpolicyshouldbecomprehensive,andthatmeansthatitshould
not be confined to the economic sphere, but embrace aleo the social and the
cultural.
Inpoint4SoftheReportontheEuropeanRegionalFund,l9T5,the
Commission links 'to the principle of the qeoqraphical concentration of aid
that of economic concentration'-'
Tl:le European Parliament' on the other hand, links the geographical
Cgncentration of aid with sectoral dispersion of assistance' because of the
comprehensive nature of development and of the non-economic obstacles to
take-off.
In its resolution of 12 l,larch Lg752 the European Parliament emphasized
that
,10. wtrereas it is opposed to qeoqraphical digpgrsioTl of aid, it is in
favour of a sysi6m which * 
"ot solei" lrmrt?d to infrastructureinstallations directty connected with economic development''
77. In its resolution
European Parliament, in
of 5 JuIy 1973 on community regional policy3 the
considering the Commission's report on regional
I s." Ref. 7
2 s". Ref. 4
3 s"" Ref. 1
(b)
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probrems in the cornmunityl, u*p.u""ed its conviction that
'7- the comnrission's concept, which is essentiarly economrc, mustbc widertetl to rcflect a broader vicw of development taking
i't('(.()lln i rt l- t 1,r.. ]rt,tn.rti fat:tor since" cdur.,r t-iort and voca t-iona lLr;rirrirr,l ;rre n(r('(rssal-y as werl as ccolrr_rrrrir_. ;rcr_ion,.
7U- Ir.r Lhe explanatory statement the rapporteur pointecl out that the
failure of many regional policies was due to the fact that it was not enough
to direct economic activity towards human 'potentiarities,; individuars
must also be prepared to aqree to take part in economic development (culturaI
and educational infrastructures) and must be suited to such participation(vocational training infrastructures) ; finally they must have access to this
cooperation (Iocal and regional participation systems).
79. The commission rrghtty states in point 25 of iLs reportl thut,
'some areas also suffer from a serious lack of infrasr-ructure,
as regards means of communication, industrial infrastructure, and
educational and training facilities' 
.
llrrl t lr is itt ;l tnr-'rtt st-nt-.errcnl- ()l l-oct. The rapport.eur, r>n the other han6,
exlrteortr'rl t lrr-. rrlrirriorr Llr,rL thr: alrscnce of inaclegucrcy ()l- such inllrasltrrrr:Lrrrr:3
in some re<;ir>rrs .fcts as a serious restraint on development.
Un1ess this is taken into account, unlimited funds cculd be put at the
disposal of the EuroPean Development Fund without the desired development
taking place or having lasting effects.
80. The rapporteur considers that a comprehensive concept of reqlonal
development (social and cultural) should be opposed to the Commission,s
too narrowly economic approach.
If self-sustaininq qrowttr is really t,o be achieved, this point must be
emphasized and the widest possible scope given to the new instruments of
regional poticy, bearing in mind the comprehensive nature of development,
even if there are other Community means of intervention having more specific
aims.
81. commenting in a memorandu.2 on the commission,s report on regional
problems in the enlarged Community, the International Union of Municipal
Authorities also stressed the need to get away from the restrictive
interpretation of infrastructures adopted by the commission.
rt pointed out that experience showed social and cultural infrastructures
to be as necessary as roads or water and enerqy supplies for the development
of modern communities.
I 
,u" Raf . (r
2 
*a*oru.rdum on Ehe European Community,s Regional policy, I.U.I4.A., Doc. No.L789 of L4.6.L973
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The memorandum concluded by emphasizing the need for the Commission to
abandon this narrow aPproach in its practical proposals'
(c) Restrictive approach in the Fund Requlation
AZ. But this restrictive approach has been maintained by the Commission
and confirmed by the Council in the Regulation adopted by the latter '
.1rhe proposal for a regulation establishing the European Regional
Development Fund makes clear that the Community's aid must be adaptable to
' infrastructures reguired for economic development' 1'
The same concept is reasserted in the seventh preamble to the
regulation adoPted bY the Council:
'whereas regional development reguires investment
or service activities ensuring that new jobs are
existing jobs maintained on the one hand, and on
investment in infrastructures 
-{!g!,Iy- l-inked, to
in industrial
created and
the other,
the
development of these activities. - - -'
ancl in the text of Article 4(I) (b) 2'
'ilto l.'tttttl ttuty crlntribul-c E<> the financinq of " " " (b)
i trvt,!rttrrt tr t i rr irr fr.r.qtrtt<'tttres <lirecLly l.inl<ed with the
tlavt. Loprnorr L o l- activitics covcrecl l>y (a ) (i.ndu.qLr ia I ,
handicrafL or service activities)'
The rapporteur and a majority of the members of the Committee on
Regional Policy and Transport were of the opinion that community aid should
be availabte for all infrastructures, without restriction, and particularly
for social and cultural infrastructures.
(d) Need for a comprehensive apPro
g3. Usually the creation of infrastructures directly Iinked to economic
development, whether the construction of sections of motorways, sections
of railway tracks, or the dredging and widening of canals or even the
buildinq of commercial ports, is within the means of individual StaLes.
Orr t-5c other harncl , in view of Lhe hiqh cost and thc lack of imlnediaLc
reburn from cultural antl social infrastructures, and because of the 1on9
time required to change menCal attitudes of the population coneerned, the
creation of social and cultural infrastructures should faIl within the scope
of Community intervention.
The European Parliament in its resolution of 15.11.19733 stressed:
'8. once again the need for aid to be granted from the Fund, in close
cooperation with the other Community instruments, for
infrastructures in particular in education, occupational and socj-aI
I
2
3
See Ref. 8
See Ref. 11
See Ref. 2
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training, whose high costs and lack of immediate return representa heavy burden'.
A4. In some circumstances, particularly where other resources are lacking,j-nvcst-tnonts in infr.rstrucburcs for tourism may prove necessary. yet in I975
l-ew proiect.s wcre submibterl or accepted in this area, and it should also be
noted that no infrastructure project in the area of services to the population(education, health, etc.,) has been accepted by the Fund.
85. The danger in placing emphasis on direct aids for industrialization
at the expense of infrastructures is that locar authorities, having limitea.
resources or none at all, may be unable to take advantage of the period of
financial support for the enterprise concerned to carry through an ardeguate
programme in respect of qeneral infra,structures. when that happens,
industrial activity will stabllize at a level well below the expectations
initially raised by the setting up of industry, since the locality will be
rtrtab lo l-o prov itlr' I lr ilr irtrlustry with the human resourees neefleci for its
(rXl,.lntlirrtr rll I rtillrw.t I .
ll(r. Wc nrusl llrorolrrt r' (.(,lt(. lrrrl<- Llr.rL L.lre n(lLurc .)t Llre ill-t.irsltrrrr.trtrqg is
as important as financiar assistance to promote instarlations. Art
infrastrucEures are essent,ial, not only those directly linked to economic
develoSrment.
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X - CONCENIRATION AND C@RDINATION OF ASSTSTANCE
(a) The provisions of the Treatv
A7. At the time of signing the Treaty of Rome, the Member States 'anxious
to strengthen the unity of their economies and to ensure their harmoniouE
development by reducing the differences existing between the various regions
and the backwardness of less favoured regions' were not aware of the contrary
effect which the achievement of the Customs Union would entail, if there was
no parallel progress in common policies.
88" The instruments provided by the Treaty for restoring the territorial
balance have proved ineffective in so far as they were centred on a
particrrlar sector of activity (the Socia1 Fund, the EAGGF, the EIB and even
Llre I:CSC ['uncl). None of these instruments, moreover, is sufficient to
implement a consistent regional po1iry in an extensive area exPeriencing
special difficulties.
89. In some sectoral policies (such as competition, transport or social
policy) account might be taken of regional difficulties, but they could not
result in a reorientation of activity.
Besides, measures under such policies were not coordinated to aehieve
territorial balance.
(b) Need for coordination of assistance
90. fhe-.exbent o_! clgve!-oP.n!9_tf!g-I__dirPeli!!Ss in the Community and the rate
at whic.h Lhey are growin<,;, Logether with Lhe i4ability 
_o.l-nq!1-gnal policies
t-o al loviate Llrenr, denronstrate the need for an increased and coordinated
c -l- tor t by Lhc lvlentltc'r S t :r t cs and thc Community.
We have pointed out that the Fund is but one instrument of regional
poticy. A genuine regional development policy at Co[ununity level calls for
a comprehensive structural policv. This PresuPposes a coor1!!na.!!on of all
the Community's general and sectoral policies as well as of the Community's
financial instruments having a regional impact. Coordination at Community
level should go hand in hand with the coordination of domestic policies
and measures for regional assistance, including policies to prevent economic
and urban over-concentration.
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The European ParliElment has already made this point in its resolution
of 16. L2.LI76L, taking the view that:
'1f. sttclt an all-embracing structural policy will require coordination
of the Community's general and sectoral policies, of Communityfinancial instruments having a regional inpact and of nationalpolicies and schemes likewise having regional implieat,ions'.
This coordination should be effected within the framework of development
procrrammes. All the sectoral policies (transport, 
€Der!ffr social, financial,
fiscal, etc. ) should be comprised within regional development plans through
which this comprehensive regional policy should be implemented.
The European ParriamenL in its resolution of 16. L2.]1976r emphasized:
,L2 the importance it attaches to the implementation of regional
development programmes, not only in pursuance of the Fund,s
ob"iectives but also with a view to ensuring coordination
between Community and national measures ' .
(c) ttUlfryst_
91.
str
Tlre l{AGGl,', Guid.rncc Sect-ion has not donc enotrgh for rcgions whorc
tural aqricultural problems are most serious.
A Conunission interdepartmental. report on the functioning of the EAGGF,
Guidance Section, shows that this intervention instrument has not been
effective in the sphere of regionar policy, in the scrnse that it has not
helped to improve the situation in respect of agricultural structures in the
Community's most disadvantaged areas.
Assistance from the Fund has been very slight in the poorest regions.
In contrast, more assistance for structures has been forthcoming j-n regions
which had already attained a certain developmental leve1.
One of the Criteria of eligibility for aids to modernization is the
ability to attain, at the end of the development prograrnme, a certain level
of 'eomparable income'. Because of this criterion, aids for modernization
have been concentrated rather in already developed regions than in those
regions where agricultural structures are still backward and where an
overall economic imbalance exists. Ttris criterion should be applied more
flexibly, as is the case in regions to which the directive on hill farming
and disadvantaged areas applies.
lseo Ref . ',
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Assistance policies should not result in an aggravation of the imbalances.
The agricultural policy should promote modernization of agriculture and a
grotttr of agricultural incomes in disadvantaged predominantly agricultural
regions, but there should also be a countervailing effort to create emplq7-
ment in other branches of economic activity.
92. The Scial Fund does not constitute, in itself, an instrurnent for job
creation. 11he Seial Fund is intended for people who have lost their jobs
or are threatened with dismissal and should help them in terms of seial
welfare. It is not aimed at the undertaking as an investor, but it can help
to improtre veational qualifications and occupational mobilitv.
93. Industrial policy could advantageously concentrate on sectors ex-
perienclng difficulties, such as textiles, metallurgy, coal-mining and ship-
bui1din9.
94. Measures under a comprehensive economic policy should take more account
of regional requirements. Regions e:<periencing difficulties should have
priority access to budgetary resources alleated under recovery plans.
Ihey should concentrate particularly on infrastructures-
95. Transport policy should allovr for regional needs in establishing
priorities for infrastructures.
Conditions of carriaqe and charqes should be assessed in the light of
regional pollcy needs.
It would also be advisable to coordinate at European level maior pub1ic
and private investments in problem regions. The requirements irnposed on
ECSC trtrclorL.rkings (compulsory notif ication of ma jor investment programmes
,rntl prrlr I i<..rt iorr ol' LIre Conrnri nrtion'n opinion) , Ior insLance, nrighL rrsef ully
bc axttrrdc.rl Lo aIt sccl-ors ol- l-lrc Conrntunil-y's ccottontic acLiv.i l-y.
96. Enerqy policy should lead to more balanced development in the
Cormnunity through the sitinq of centres for the production and distribution
of energy, particularly nuclear energry.
97. Ttre various financial instruments, especially the EIB and the ECSC
Fund, should have a stronger regional impact in terms of development or re-
development.
- 
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98. rhe community's external trade policy, and particularry aqreements
with non-commdnity Med.iterranean countries should not aggravate the
situation of the Community's o\nrn Mediterranean regions" As competition
from products originating in these countries is becoming very strong,
this aspet should be given consideration"
99. National reqional policies should also be coordinated to prevent
outmanoeuvring and d.iscrimination between Member States.
The European Parliament also proposed in paragraph 11 of its
resolution of 5 July Lg73l that Community institut.ions should:
'(e) study national and Community Laws and requlations in order to
Propose amendments to certain provisions which have an adverse
effect on regional development'.
while coordination of national regJ-ona1 policies is neessarv, it
is not sufficient, for the Community's regional policy cannot be merely
the sum of national policies. Ihe latter should be quided, on the basis
of their objectives and their results, towards objectives laid down at
Community level.
Parliament's resolution of L2 March Lg752 :
'27. rur<ler'l i ncs l-hc nced to coordin;rte national regional pol.icics
and, aft-cr considering l-lreir objectives and rcsults, rcudiust
them since Community regional policy may on no account be the
sum of national policies'.
(d) Concentration of assistance measures
100. Regional policy should be conceived in Lerms of the qeoqraphical
inplementation of the C , which
cntitil*r <-'<mrprcltr:nsivc. aeLiot'rs ltnrl consistenL ,urrl c'onc<.nt-r,rLr-rl trso of
the variorrs instrumenl-s.
Assistance from the European Regional Development Fund, of whatever
amount, should be coordinated with aid from all the other Community Funds.
'I'ltt st' <;Lhcr l,'unds c,rrr play a funcl;rmr:rrLal par:l- in rcc_yional dcvclopnrcnt
if , itr L.lrr:;rpplic.rLiorr <>[ t-hoir inLcrvtnLjon, accollnL is Lakcrr ol iLg
t r.,1 i orr,r I inrpa<: L.
Genuine concentration of assistance measures for reqional develop-
ment and for structural transformation is needed.
1 s"" r.f. 1
2 see ref. 4
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101. An important innovation testifying to the Commission's intention
to implement a comprehensive regional policy is the creation of res-
ponsibility for the coordination of Communitv Funds and other structural
intervention instruments which has been entrusted to lvlr Giolitti,
Commissioner for regional policy.
This shor,rs a determination to move beyond sectoral, ecasionally
contradictory, measures toraards comprehensive action aimed at convergence
o[ Lhc cct'rnomics. I(he Funds can thus be used to improve structures and
abolish imbalances.
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XI. CONCE\IIRATION AI\TD DEVEIJOPMENT PROGRAMME
(a) Development planninq
102. Ehe Comrission's too narrowly economic approach should be contested with
a comprehensive concept of regional development (social and cultural) which
is the foundation of any overarr poricy of regional development.
Such a comprehensive approach to regional development necessarily implies
geographical planning at Europeah Ievel. It is within the framework of such
planninq that each region's economic vocation should be sought and regional
dovelopment anticipated in order to bring it about and to enEure consistency
betileen the6e reqional proqrammes at both national and European Ievel.
Moreover, the need !o concentrate llmited resources on a particular
region and to rely on Corununity sol-idarity mean that the actions musu be plan-
ned, so that the effectiveness of the methods can be ensured and the progress
of the action controlled.
No effective solidarity, which may entail the provision of considerable
sums, can be expected, unless Member States are prevented from saving within
their own budgets, the equivalent of amounts received from the Fund,. Regional
development prograrnmes, serving as a framework for assistance under the Com-
munity reglonal policy, wirl prevent such abuses of conununity aid.
The European Parliament, in its resolution of 15 November 19731 drew
attention to the fact:
'12- that this need to concentrate rirnited resources on a specific
region and to call upon the Conmunity's sense of conunon purpose
reguires the implementation of regional deveropment prograrunes, ;
103. Development Progralnmes are of prime importance not only for the object-
ives of the Fund but also for ensuring suitable coordination of comnunity and
national measures in the sphere of regional development.
The Conunission recognizes ttre importance of regional development planning.
Article 6 of the Fund regulation lays down that2 :
See Ref.
See Ref.
1
2 211
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'Investments may benefit from the Fund's assistance only if they
faII within the framework of a regional development programme ...'
(b) Progranune content
LO4. If the limited resources available are to be effective, they must be
concentrated on a group of projects constitut,ing a substantial, consistent
and interlinked development programme, whatever the size of the individual
projects. Small-scale projects frequently create more emplolzment than big
investrnent projects.
105. Aseistance should be given to progranunes with a maior regional develop-
mental j4gg!, implementation of which is triggered by aid from the Fund.
Preference should also be given to projects where Community assistaace
can be easily identified by the beneficiaries.
Special attention should be given to European-scale projects, combining
assistance from more than one Ivlember State, especially in the Conununity's trans-
frontier regions.
106. If self-sugtaininq crowth is to be achieved, as envisaged by the Comnis-
sion in point 29L of its 1973 report, intervention by the Fund should be go-
vornotl l>y tlro:rim rrf implomonting lonq-ter4 dovelopmont prograrunes which are
no L_- gq! ! !I9t! _ !.!r_-tl1L or:onom ic as pecF_ o lonc .
The European Parliament, in its resolution of L2 March 1975 stressed these
two points. It considered that2:
'9. development should be seen as a whole and that it is consequently
indispensable that progranmes should tackle the underlying causes
of imbalance which are social and human as well as economic';
'15. that proper results can only be obtained by launching development
programmes extending over lonq periods of time and embracing all the
socio-economic structural elements of the region'.
107. We should recall that the rapporteur has already underlined the need to
extend financial measures by means of Conununity technical assistance which
would onable maximum benefit Eo be drawn from the financial resources.
Strch Lechnical assistanco could bc provided by research institut,ions
Indent (vi)
See Ref. 4
1
2
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carrying ou't the necessary studies and by experts to help in the draftinq and
implementati-on of development proqramnes.
(c) outline of the proqrammes
[otl. Usc of tho progrdrntncs before thc end of L977 is thus likely to develop
and sLrengthen Cornmunity regional policy.
Early in December 1975 Lhe Regional Policy committee drew up an outline
fo these progralnmes. Accordi.ng to this mod.el they should contain five chap-
ters :
(1) an economic and social analysis of the region, bringing
out the reasons for imbalances and development possi_
bilities and conditions in the region (<tiagnosis),
(2) development obiectives for the region cast in a framc-
work of national and Community objectives,
(3) measures for development in terms of the objectives indi-
cal-ed, which t.tke account of other policies having a
rct; i onal im1:.rc t,
(41 [i rrancial 
-E_g-gouEgg-C, including intervention l>y the Funcl,
nccessary for the attainment of the objectives,
(5) implementation, indicating where responsibility, for
the programnes shaIl 1ie, and an implementation echedule.
109- Submission in a standard form of a regional development progranuue for
each region applying for Community aid should make it possible to assess ob-
iectivelv and accordinq t,o Corrnunitv criteria the respective needs of the
regions and the effectiveness of the assistance measures.
(d) Controls
110- Planning and control of assistance are two fundamental and cgrnplemen!ry
Cr)ncOl)tS.
Slnce procodures for Fund intervent,ion are l:ased on close cooperation
with the national authorities, this implies a retrospective controlby the
Conunission of the Fund's financial operations.
The aim of the control should be threefold:
(1) to confirm ttrat investment projects benefiting from
Community aid have in fact been executed or are about
to be so,
(2') to check the accuracy of the data in applications for
aid and for payment,
(3) to assess the contribution of the projects concerned to
the region' s economic development.
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lII" For the purposes of developing European solidarity and in view of the
1argeamountsinvo1ved,thereisa1soaneedfor@
parliament, to be exercised through consideration of the annual report on the
operations of the EuroPean Regional DeveloSxnent I'und'
(e) statistical approach
l-12. The devising and implementation of a corununity-scale regional policy
requires the identification of regional problems, determination of priorities
and of intervention criteria, the coordination of intervention measures, the
development of regional planning, transParency of the aids and control- of the
effectiveness of the measures.
For this, numerous statistical indicators, which are comParable and
kept up to date, are needed.
I13. The Conmrission,s 1973 reportl on regional problems in the Cottununity
contains statisttcal clata on the regions in respect of population, employment
and GDP. But, as the Conunission itsetf notes, the available statistical
material is inadeguate because it is incomplete, not comparable and founded
on different base units:
'Generally speaking the statisticat material enployed.must betreated with some reservation because of a lack of uniformitv and,
often, considerable qaps in the figures used and because the analysis
has neeessarily beerr-Gde on the basis of existing a&ninistrative
ELEE,' (Point 2l-)
The data are particularly unsatisfactory in respect of inconre leve1s.
This is because, despite what has already been achieved, Itlember States
stil-I do not have regional accounting. Efforts in this direction will have
to be coordinated and eneouraged at Corununity IeveI.
The Economic Affairs Conunittee has repeatedly, and particularly in the
Riedel report on the state of progress in the harmonization of statistics2'
pointed to these statistical inadequacies and to the need to reorganize the
statistical services in order to remedy the situation.
See Ref. 6
Doc" L7AfiL
I
2
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(f)
114' rf a genuinery comprehensive regionar poricy is to be formurated andinrplemented we must go beyond the stage of descriptive statistics. The data
available must be fed into models on which develo;:ment prograrunes can be based.
But to construct these models
dependence or the causal Eelationships
it is necessary to know the inter-
between the phenomena observed.
An effort must therefore be made to determine the principleg oE
reqional develoElent so that a consistent and effective regional deverotrxnentpolicy can be devised.
115- rncomprete knowledge of these principles has red the
propose a set of fragmentary meagures. These measures must
and completed.
Coruniseion to
be developed
The European Parliament asked the cormnission in paragraph 11 of its
resolution of 5 ,July 19731:
t(b) to determine the principres of regionar economic <Ieveropment,and the rerationship or causal rints between observed tiendewhich have not been adequately analysed hitherto;
(c) to go.deeper into regional statistics, proceeding beyonddescriptive statistics to a system of-oita presentationbased on dlmamic and functionll regionat motets",
(S) The size of development reqions
116. This problem is not dealt with by
itself, in point 22 of its 1973 report2,
lmbalances are t linked to certain li:nited
regional development programmes wil1 have
defined reqions-
the Corunission, which confinee
to noting that the main regional
geographical areas. t But the
to be implemented in clearly
LL7 
' 
rt is difficult to lay down the optimal dimensions for deverotrment
regions, in view of the wide disparity as between regions such factors as
the socio-economic sLtuation, demography, environment, institutionar arrange-
ments, traditions, etc.
For the PurPose of diagnosis, instruments of observation are difficult
to apply if the region concerned is too snall, but if it is too large signifi-
cant intra-regional inequalities may go unrernarked.
The region shourd tend towards a coherent and interdependent whor-e.
See Ref.
See Ref.
1
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(a)
XII. TIIE ROLE OF LOCAI AND REGIONAL AUTHORITIES
National trends to decentraLization
118. The political chapter of the Tindemans
policy satisfies:
'the clear desire in aII our ccuirtr-i-es
1report- states that regional
to revive the regions'.
1lhroughout the ltlember States there has been a tendency towards
decentralization of power and of measures benefiting the regions"
Ilepresentativee of the regions take an increasing part in the formulation
arrrl implonronlat iorr of ltreir qln region's development progratnmea. When
applicatiorrs l.or ('ommrrrriLy aid are made, it. is Llrcy wlro will have to admirri-
ster the Community meaauree and therefore they should participate in the
formulation of requests for this aid.
119. The provisions of Article 5 of the Decision establishing the Regional
Policy Conunittee2 shor that the Commission has remained aloof from these
trends developing in the Ivlember States, whilst it should have been one of the
mainsprings of action for participation at all levels" The Commission ought,'
in cooperation with the Member Statee, to lav down the role of the various
local and regional authorities in the formulation and implementation of
development progranunes receiving Community aid.
(l-r) !{_a,k_i_t1114!,l.-ry_l_o_q l-lr-e-_lgg.1tggq. witlr_,Llto_-roq-]_orra
L2O. We should remind ourselves that tlre objective of tha Community ie not
to achieve a European super state, but to construct a coherent, varied and
inter-dependent entity, in which the recions should play an active basic
role. The task of European construction should take full account of local
and regional specificlties and rely on the active participation of local
and regional couununities.
The regions shoul-d thus be associated with the construction of Europe
and particularly with the decisions affecting them, in conformity with our
democratie tradition.
LzL. Because of the comprehensive nature of development, we have always
emphasized the need to associate the inhabitants of regions affected by
difficulties with the process of development through their democratically
1 s""
2 s""
Ref.
Ref.
l6
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elected representatives at all levels.
The European parliament
- in its resolution of 16 December 19751 pointed out
'23' that it is impossible to work out a rear community regionalpolicy solely on the basis of relations between the Medber statesand the conunission, to the excrusion of the regionar authoritiesresponsible for economic and social development;,
- in its resolutlon of 12 March Lg752 considered
'13' that, as deveropment is all-embracing, the populations of theregions which are in difficulty must be made actively interested
and involved in the process of development at all levels, throughthe intermediary of the democratically erected representatives;,
and was convinced
'L4. that such participation, by the regions concerned, in theeraboration and rearisation of devel0pment programmes is theonly way of ensuring maximum effectiveness,.
L22' we shourd encourage this process of regional serf awareness and chooseappropriate Partners i-n the dialogue. The 
.choice of these interlocutorsshould be made in consultation between the Commission, the representativesof the Ivlember states and the representatives of rocar and regionar communities.
L23' The decision setting up the Regional poricy committee3permits thecommittee to receive advice from the regional interested parties, but doesnot specify how these interlocutors should be serected or consulted. Articre5 of the ltecision states:
'The committee may, in accordance with its Rures of procedure, receiveevidence from interested parties from the regions and from trade unionand business organizations 
....., 
.
The European Parlianent has suggested that such consultations shouldbe made obligatory when a regionar problem concerns a particular interestgroup, region and/or sociar partner. The committee on Regionar policy,Regional Planning and Transport reasserte I this requirement.
tn itE reeolution of 12 March 19752 the European parriament recarred
't'' tl.tt it has already proposed that 'the committee shall in accordancewrth the provisions of its rules of procedure, take evidence frominterested parties from the regions and from trade union andbuginess organizations when a regionar probrem concerns them,.
I See
2 s""
3 s""
Ref.
Ref.
Ref. L2
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L24. Let us also remenlcer that cooperation betrreen trans-frontier regions
having similar socio-economic structures should be encouraged and institution-
alized. On 18 November 1976 the European Parliament, on the basis of the
IGerlach lleport- adopted a resolution on the Commrnity'e regional policy as
regards the regions at the community's internal frontiers2. In th,is
resolution it is proposed that European Joint Authorities should be created
as an instrument of trans-frontier cooperation, having a Regional Council
composed of representatives of member authorities, representatives of national
supervisory institutions and, if necessary, a repreaentative of the Corunission,
and a Regional corunittee composed of senior administrative officials of the
member authorities and of adroiniEtrative specialists.
(c) Towards qenuine democracv
L25. The Conununity's regional policy should aim at a broader objective
than that of economic and social development: it is the sPread of the
European idea throughout the Comntrnity's territory. An effective regional
policy should give the peoples of the Community a more irunediate awareness
of the Community's activitiee.
L26. The decision on the election of the European Parliament by direct
universal suffrage ie an expression of a desire for political democracv in
Europe, but democracy is indivisible and should obtain at all IeveIs. It
presupposes, among other things, that all the citizens should have information
on the use of Comnunity funds and should be involved in the implementation
of measures which affect them.
1 
,o". 355n6
2 o, No. c zg3, 13.12. Lg76, P. 37
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(a)
XIII. PUBLICITY OF MEASURES
Inadecruacv of published information
L27. This information is also needed to convince public opinion that the
European Connmnity has become a reality and that it is taking action to help
the most disadvantaged regions, and hence their populations, by improving
standardg of living. Such awareness Ermong the population will be necessary
if iL is Lo bake nol-e of, and an interest in, direct elections.
The European Parliament in its resolution of 16 Decedber Lg76L recognized
'16. that suitable publicity must be given to the Fund's activities
in order to demonstrate to the general public that the European
Comnunity has become a reality'.
ImPlementation of the principle of additionalitv implies, among other
things, availability of information on the use made by the various Iuedber
States of Conumrnity assistance.
The Eurotrrean Parliament in
'15. that the fundanental
only if information
Memlrer SLaLes' .
its resolution of 16 December 19761 considered
prineiple of 'additionalitv' can be applied
ie provided on hour Community aid is used in
L28. Ttvo states, France and Germany, are still reluctant to ensure proper
publicity for intervention from the Fund. And yet the regulation establishing)the Fund- is quite explicit on the matter of publicity for Conununity aid.
Article 14(1) stipulates that:
'The fnvestors concerned shall be informed by agreement with the
I{ember States in question that part of the aid granted to them has been
provided by the Commrnity. For infrastructure projects, the lvtember
States, by agreement with the Conunission, shall take all necessary
steps to ensure that assistance from the Fund is given suitable publicity,
L29. In october 1975 the Conunission published the amounts of the first
intervention from the European Regional Development Fund (Document P-63 of
the Spokesman's croup, PE 42.662). This document gives for each country,
except lreland, the amount of Cornnrunity aid per major region.
Another document published by the Commission lists the projecte which
have beneflted from Community aid (Uoc. p-63/L of the Spokesman's Groupr
PE 42.847) in Denmark, Ireland, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. The
nature of the data supplied varies according to the country. For the
See Ref.
See Ref.
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Netherlande the amount of the investment and the amount of aid from the
European Regional Development Fund (but not the amount of national aid)
are given. For the United Kingdom the list does not show the amount of aid
per project but only for each region; for Denmark and Ireland no st,atistics
are provided.
I3(). Some standardization of the contents and presentation of such documents
seems essential. The Comnission grants Conumrnity aid if certain basic
conditions stipuLated by the Regnrlatlon have been fulfllledl.
The Regulation stipul-ates the nature of investments eliglble for aid
from the Fund (Article 4 (1) ). It provideE that the ma:rirmrm amount of
Community aid shall- be expressed as a percentage of the investment and as a
percentage of national aid (Article 4 (2)). It also restricts the aid to a
certain amount per iob created or maintained (inveatments other than in
infrastructures - Article   (2) (a) ).
The Conunission muEt also take account of 'other contributions made by
Conmunity institutions or by the European Investment Bank' (Article 5 (1) (e) ).
Member States submitting applications to the Commission for assistance
from the Fund should indicate all these factors (Article 7: total amount of
investment, expected aid from public authorities, the arnount of Conmunitv
contribution requested and, where appropriate, the expected effect on employ-
ment, etc).
13I. In respect of investmenta of 10 million u.a. or more reguests are to
be presented separatelv, but for investmentE of an amount less than LO
million u.a., the requests shall be presented globally each quarter year
per reqion (and draw a distinction between inveetments in infrastructures
and other investments (Article 7 (2)).
Checks should be made to ensure that progranmes for amounts greater than
1o million u.a. are not fraqmented so as to avoid the obligation of separate
presentation.
Care must
annul the value
than 10 million
L32. If a clear
to be obtained,
also be taken to see that the qroupinq of regions does not
of the global presentation by region of projects of less
u. a.
aaseasrment of the proper utilization of Cornmunity funds is
some of this information must be made public.
1 see lto l-. I I
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tn Written euestion No, 6L4n5L I.{r Delmotte asked
staLe whaL i^lornrar ion wae required before aid from the
granted for an investment.
T,he regional statistics that are published
the total amount of assistance from the Fund for
amount of investment.
The conunission should be able to declare for each programme and for
each economically identifiable region:
(a) the nature of the project(s) or progranune(s)(b) the total cost of the investment(c) the amount of national aid(d) the amount of aid from the Fund
(e) where applicable, the amount of financing from other sourcesr(f) the number of jobs created or maintained.
the Commission to
Irund could be
by the Conunission show only
each region, whatever the
rt should also be noted that the Republic of rreland is still treated
as a single region when the amounts of Comrmrnity aid are published, which
obviously is meaningless in economic terms.
The European Parliament, in its resolution of 16 December Lg762 considered:
'19' that for each region significant economically and each project or
Prograrme to which funds are allocated, the list'should indicate
the nature and amounts of the investment involved, the amount of
national aid and any other sources of financing, the amount of
aid from the Fund and the number of jobs created or maintained,.
133' An effort should be made to improve information on these essential
facts, particularly in the list of projects which have received the Fund,s
assistance published twiee yearly in the official Journal. ft is regrettable
that this information, publication of which is stipulated in Article L4(2)
of the Fund regulation, is confined to a mere listing of the projects, without
any etatistical information. The revised regulation should specify the
content of the information to be published.
1 oo *o. c Bo, 5.4.Lg76, p. rB
2 See Ref. Fr
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(b) The European Parlianent's dutv of control
L34. This Community policy, which at present is confined to aid from the
Regional Fund, should be brought home to the people who benefit from it.
Pubtic funds are involved and there is no reason why business confidentiality
should prevent the publication of that minirmrm of statistical information
which the European Parliament has been requesting in ite reports.
If the undertakings benefiting from Comrmrnity aids consider that they
cannot agree to the publication of the total amount of their investment, of
the amount of domestic aid and of the amount of the aid from the Regional
[und, then they should not seek assigtance from Community public frrnds.
135. The European Parliament has a duty to control the use made of the
Community's financial resources. It cannot acquiesce in the publication of
Iists of projects with no supporting statistical information. The data
available are only agt;rer;ateg which allow no eerious economic analysis.
The European Parliament's budgetary pqrerE have been grotrring and so have
its powers of control in this area. Parliament, therefore, will be particularly
demanding as regards information on interventions by the Regional Fund.
It should be recalled that the European Regional Development Fund, whose
endoynrent in each of the years 1976 and 1977 hae been 5oO million u.a. can
supply Commrnity assistance to the amount of nearly L5% of the aggregate of
all the Member States' regional aids. Since Community resources should be
concentrated, the impact of Fund interventions in some regions will, in fact,
be coneiderably higher than this percentage, and hence far from insignificant.
(c) Need for a Reqional Documentation Centre
136. To promote publicity and information on regional matters, the Conunission
should set up a 'Regional Development Documentation Centret. This centre would
make available to all enquirers, for instance firms seeking a ne\,, location,
information on the economic situation in the regions, the agsistance available, etc.
The European Parliament has for a long time norr been asking for the
establishment of a European Regional Policy Documentation and Information
Officel. In its resolution of 16 Decenber Lg|62 Parliament proposed:
'20. that, in order to promote information and publicity on regional
matters, the Commission should set up a 'Regional Development
Documentation Centre' .
Resolution of 22 January L964 fo1-J-oning the Birkelbach Report, already
referred to.
2 see Ref. 5
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XIV. CONCLUSIONS
r37' At the first conference of the Presidents of the Regions devoted tothe lJuropean community's future regionar poricy and herd in paris on 7 and8 December L976, r{r Lecanuet, r{inister of state in charge of Regional
Development, admitted that it was essential for European authorities to
coordinate their activities- The French tlinister considered that certain
deveropment probrems such as that of the Rhine-Rhone axis, transcendccl tlrc
competences of the regions or the power of the states taken separatery anclfell within the scope of European compet,ence.
Iur Lecanuet considered that it was desirable for regional deveropment
to Lal<o its impulsc from reqional neods, to be debaE.ed lrt the national
!1r,v-tr-!r brtL bo l:o t-in,rl ty <lefincr<.1 ;rnr.l g-es-ilsd in tlrr' broarler framcwork ol. Lhc
uuropoan Economic communityl.
(u)
t38' Regional policy shourd be discussed in a politicaL context. considera-
tion of the functioning of the Regionar Fund, in which pubric interest has
at present been awakened, should be linked with a profound examination ofthe nature and the role of Community regionat policy.
139' The European Economic community as such shows a spontaneous tendency
towards regional development that is not controlred at the European lever.
For t'he achievement of the common Ivlarket, through the abolition of economicbarrisrs, makos it possibLe to undertake processes of economic rationalization
whiel-r may result in large industriar concentrations producing more profitably
for a largor market. rhe imprementation of the principle of the free
movqment of workers has enabled labour to migrate towards ghe industrial
regions of North-western Europe. since the European Economic community isdirectry responsible for this, it is its duty to reduce, indeed elimintate,
the damaging consequences of growing concentration, by putting into effect
a more carefully thought out regional policy.
A definition of regional policy might be: 'deriberate action to guide
the geographicat distribution of economic and other human activities, 
.
(b)
140' controlled economic integration is essentially aimed at achieving a
new distribution of economic activities over a wider area while seeking to
achieve greater effectiveness of investments, l boa also a more harmonized
1---Dlinutes of the first sitting of 7-L2.Lg76, p.11, penurtimate paragraph
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distribution of decision centres and productive centres.
Economicintegrationmeansmakin9astakeon'@',and
generating new trends, side by side with the old trends which originated
with the first industrial revolution-
L4L- The existing structures have developed wlthin a framework which was
cornmensurate with the scale of that industrial revolution: the nitional
scale; and within an economic context governed by a now outdated doctrine:
tl'rc doctrine of libcralism.
No ovorall eoncopt guided their development, which Progressed at the
mercy of market forces and in disregard of all social, regional or environ-
mental concerns.
L42. The new industrial revolution now taking place around us requires us
to step outside this national framework which has become too constricting
for the new production techniques. Besides, it is today no longer possible
to intervene in its progress without an overall plan. The economic
structures themselves must be re-oriented, Perhaps even ;@@!r par-
ticularly in times of crisis.
The entire philosophy of national and Community intervention reguires
re-thinking. The measures with which we are familiar take the form of aids
which frequentty encouragc the retention of strucEures shaped by trends of
the past and so Prevent the necessary re-adjustments-
A new distribution of activities based on a community policy would le
tead to a specialist division of labour that would make the process of
European integration irreversible.
143. Such a 'voluntarist' approach should not aim sole1y at economic
efficiency, but above aII at qreater social iustice through the
harmonization of living standards.
We should be clear that vrhat we are seeking is not egalitarianism,
but an equal degree of welfare. For modes of life will always differ
between regions, and their needs will- also be different. Social justice
implies not equality, but an equal degree of satisfaction of needs which
themselves wil-I differ according to the particularities of the region.
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(c) Inteqration and enlargement
144- Such integration, however, is only conceivable amongst countries
which have achieved a comparable 1evel of economic developmsnt, which have
complementary economic structures, and are tied together by their geographi_
ca1 proximity. hle should realise thus that 'continuous' enlargement of the
community may jeopatdLze the prospects of European integration insofar as
structural readjustment will not always be possible. The first task, then,
is to consolidate internal cohesion.
L45. It may be asked whether, given the still brief experience of the Fundrs
existence, and especially the prospect of the accession of Mediterranean
countries, it is not too early at this stage to take final decisions on the
future structure of the Fund.
(d) Reqio.a} development ov"r the Corn*onitv,s territorv
L46- The formul-ation of a European Regional development policy might con-
sist in working out, in the first instance, a method of flexible indicative
planninq by which a ner^r distribution of the centres of decision and the
csntres of production over the whole of the Community,s territory could be
proposed.
This t1rye of planning would be somewhat analogous to the French method
of setting targets for output and for the growth of the GNp. At the Community
lovol this approach would reflect our desire both for economic guidance
and for greater European solidarity.
It would consist in laying down quidelines and creating incentives
and checks for the private decision-making centres, and in specifying
commitments for the public authorities, whose financial resources and legis-
lative powers are essentiar factors in regional development.
L47. This plan would be drawn up at Community level with participation by
tho Statos and tho rogions. but implomented at national levels, with the
states'and regions'own resources. rt does not, in facE, seem that
Corrnunity regional policy should be implemented in a csntralized manner, for
it is the States which not only have great,er resources for the aids but also
hold the Po$rer of decision in areas of essential importance for regional
tlovolt-rpm<lng ' l6rlislation on vocational Lraining, land Iaw, taxation, social
m att.ors, otc. ,
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L4A. If the Commission were to take charge of implementing this type of
regional development policy it would have to create a huge, and no doubt
inef ficient, bureaucracy.
In tho face of a choice between Community regional policy and national
regional policy it seems preferable to opt for a policy formulatEd and quided
at Communitv leve1 but executed at reqional and national level.
(e) The role of local and reqional authorities
L4g. This flexible planning which, in our view, should be carried out at
Community 1evel, should nevertheless be effected with the participation of
the Governments of the ttlember States, and, above all, of local and regional
authorities.
The latter, in anY event,
implementation of the PIan-
As things are at Present,
culty in gaining accePtance of
regional authorities when Plans
would have an essential role to play in the
the European Parliament experiences diffi-
the principle of mandatory consultation of
affecting them are PrePared.
150. There is a danger that, having failed to gain the Community's ear,
representatives of regional and local authorities will set up an institution
parallel to the European Parliament where they can make themselves heard
throughout EuroPe.
If thls were to happen, the role and standing of the EuroPean Parliament,
which shouLd be consolidated and, indeed, increased by the acquisition of
further powers, might be diminished. What is more, the resulting confusion
might harm the success of direct elections in those countries where a
resurgence of regionalism and autonomism is feared'
(f) Analysis of the reqions' 'vocations'
I5I. Before such Community-scale regional development can be undertaken, it
is necessary to analyse the mechanisms by which the existing structures came
into being. The distribution of economic activity was governed by certain
laws. Thc location of the centres of production and the centres of decieion
waa a function of their distance from natural resources and from centres of
consumption. A redevelopment policy musL therefore aim to distribute the
future centres of production and consumption on the basis of a reconsideration
of the sp€c!Ei-9-4i9g of the Community's various regions.
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152. For the imprementation of this territorial redeveropment,
infor-mation is needed which is not available yet.
Information is the core of plannino-
rt is impossible to conceive a development policy or an economic
strategy in the absence of accurate, adequate and rapidly available
indicators. This is why the prospect of planned territorial development,
depending as it does on possession of adequate knowledge of economic data,
can only be a distant one.
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